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ABSTRACT 

Vernacular architecture in Turkey is a valuable, yet threatened cultural heritage. 

The loss of this cultural heritage is evident mainly in big cities such as Istanbul. As a 

natural consequence of the rapid social and economical changes, historic buildings started 

to vanish fi-om the unique environment of Istanbul. With singularly few exceptions in 

recent construction, especially housing development, is depressingly ignorant of local 

vernacular architecture. In order to accommodate the exploding housing needs of 

Istanbul's growing population, much vernacular housing stock is demolished and replaced 

with "modem apartment units." This phenomena results in the destruction of historic 

urban, suburban, and mral architecture across Turkey. The unique characteristics of 

Turkish vernacular architecture is gradually being lost. 

As a developing country, Turkey is experiencing rapid urbanization. The 

urbanization process of in developing countries is inevitable. However, this process 

should not be allowed to result in destruction of a glorious as now the case in unprotected, 

traditional Istanbul houses. 

This thesis examines the significance of preserving the historical environment. 

Vernacular Istanbul houses will be the case study in this thesis. Istanbul is probably the 

best example of how a traditional environment can be irretrievably distorted through the 

amount of modem constmction. To demonstrate the aesthetic beauty and fiinctioning of 

the Turkish houses, the possibilities of modifying and preserving these houses in Istanbul 

will be the main goal of this thesis. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

People tend to change environmental settings perpetually to suit their needs. 

Change in life styles, needs, and occupations have brought new dimensions to 

environmental and cultural considerations. For this reason, especially in developing 

countries, the historical environment is gradually losing its utility and is in conflict with the 

new life styles. 

Fortunately, many countries today have realized the importance of their historical 

environments and have begun to preserve their significant historical environments as main 

elements in their cultural heritage. This awareness has been supported by many national 

institutions (National Tmst for Historic Preservation, Royal Commission on the Historical 

Monuments of England, Quebec Archaeological Association, etc.) and intemational 

councils (Intemational Council on Monuments and Sites, World Heritage Center, World 

Heritage Conventions, etc.) which provide education, propaganda and professional advice 

to those who are balancing the needs of development with the preservation of the cultural 

heritage. Due to economic and technological differences, the degree of success varies 

fi-om one country to another. Many less developed countries (Mexico, Brazil, Turkey, 

etc.) are experiencing difficulties in preserving traditional architecture in the face of rapid 

urbanization. Often it is believed that countries in the process of development tend to 

contribute less effort in preserving their historical environment because of limited 

resources. Therefore, the results are not as significant when compared to some developed 

countries like the United States, France, Italy, and England. 

There are many countries in the world with a glorious history and rich cultural 

traditions. Preserving the historic environment enables the citizens to remember the past 

and to grow with their heritage. Turkey is one of the countries that has deep historic ties 

with ancient civilizations, yet has been facing many problems concerning the preservation 

of its historic environment. It is one of those developing countries that must balance its 

requirements for development with a sensitivity and commitment to its architectural 



heritage. Currently, Turkey is m a transition of balancing its traditions and modernizing its 

economic, social and physical stmcture by introducing the demarcation market economy 

principals to catch up with Europe. Forever straddling the East (Islamic) and the West 

(secular modem Europe) has resulted in a cultural dualism occurring systematically on all 

cultural fronts, including architecture which is often associated with Westernization and a 

rejection of Ottoman and Islamic elements. Unfortunately, secularism did not coincide 

with a renaissance or a reformation. In today's Turkey, the historic environment is often 

victimized by short sighted urban planning with little consideration for utilizing historic 

buildings. Destroying the older stmctures in the historic centers in order to build modem 

ones seems to be an effective solution to rapid growing housing needs but actually these 

will undermine the historic uniqueness of the country and erode the culture and traditions. 

Vemacular architecture seems to be ignored merely through being outdated. 

Istanbul, for example, is culturally one of the richest cities in the world with its 

traditional vemacular houses and streets. These houses are the result of craftmens' skills 

in the selection of materials, forms, colors, and proportion. In the course of history, 

Istanbul has served as the capital of three great empires, home to various distinct cultures 

and civilizations.^ Recently, the city has undergone the largest social and cultural changes 

in its entire history. Large numbers of people from mral areas have migrated to the urban 

center carrying their life styles and habits with them. This movement has virtually 

destroyed most traces of the historical evolution process in city housing which now has to 

accommodate more than 12 million people. As a result of this rapid urbanization, the city 

has been surrounded by slums (gecekondu) which have mushroomed in Istanbul. Also, 

Istanbul is being taken over by modem, aesthetically dull apartments built in old traditional 

housing areas. These apartment blocks are usually constmcted of reinforced concrete and 

brick, contrasting in style, color and proportion with the smaller wooden vemacular 

housing. The vestiges of an older Islamic (Ottoman) Istanbul is slowly giving way to 

modem architecture which is destroying the merits of centuries old aesthetic character. 

* Oktay Ekinci, "Metrapolitan Olcekte Bir Sit," Istanbul. Temmuz 1993, Sayi 6, 62. 



In addition to inconsiderate urban planning, there are other reasons why Turkey is 

losing many historic houses. Historic sites are often ill-suited to modem life styles while 

new buildings provide amenities not found in the older homes. The current legal system 

does not protect old buildings from demolition even when careful review and management 

is required. Constmction companies are allowed to seduce landowners to give up their 

property through offers of considerable compensation. What few current laws that are 

supposed to protect the historical houses cannot withstand such 'behind the scenes' 

economic enticements, thus laws are not enforced."̂  In much of Turkey, especially in large 

cities such as Izmir, Ankara, and Istanbul, there is a lack of eflHcient zoning laws which 

would prevent approval of new housing projects if they were conceived through unlawful 

transactions. Urban renewal requirements, the establishment of a historic preservation 

program and related legislation, and a program to improve existing traditional houses must 

become dominant issues in the state and local government's immediate agenda. 

Given the housing conditions in Turkey today, the country cannot afford to lose 

its past to create an environment for the future. The organizational responsibility of 

government and private agencies to protect the historic environment must be addressed 

and strengthened vdth the help of public awareness. 

This study has been conducted in order to give direction and identify possible 

solutions for the preservation of historic houses in Turkey so that it can maintain its 

cultural heritage as well as be a viable commodity in an ever changing world. In this 

thesis, the characteristics of vemacular traditional heritage and its usage as a source for 

modem architecture is introduced. The origin of the Turkish house and its functions are 

described, as well as preservation policies and programs are presented and analyzed. 

Finally, suggestions and conclusions are summarized. 

Reha Gunay, "Ahsap Kcmudar Farklidir," Istanbul. Ocak 1995, 81. 



CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW OF VERNACULAR ARCfflTECTURE 

Tradition and Modernity - Two Conflicting Issues 

Today, in many traditional societies the historical environment is changing 

constantly due to rapid urbanization, population growth, mechanization, and 

industrialization. Although these changes have always occurred in cities, Istanbul has been 

more unfortunate due to the fact that these changes have distorted its historical 

characteristics. Many citizens spend their lives in environments which have lost their old 

cultures and traditions. Unfortunately, the unique characteristics of vemacular traditions, 

especially in Third World countries, have been ignored for long years in the process of 

"modernization" and "development," and efforts to maintain them for society's cultural 

identity have been insufficient. Most of the buildings of today are the result of nineteenth 

and twentieth century westem-originated technologies which do not necessarily represent 

the social realities, ideals, and goals of traditional societies, and seldom do they promote 

and prioritize social unity. 

During the era of European colonialism, new technologies, materials, and new 

building codes were introduced to the colonist based on West em norms. This has had a 

affect on the production and the form of traditionally built environments.^ For example, in 

the Arab Middle East, new building codes which require building setbacks fi-om the street 

have forced the traditional courtyard house out of existence."^ New commercial, single-

family units dominate housing production but they are often incompatible with climate and 

traditional forms. In Turkey, the introduction of modernity was facilitated by a code 

system. As a result, the country which had never been politically colonized, though 

^ Nezar Alsayyad, "From Vemacularism to Globalism: The Tenq)oral Reality of 
Traditional Settlemaits," in Traditional Dwellings and Setdement Review (Fall 1995, vol.7, no.l), 
16. 

^Ibid., 17. 



affected by cultural domination, found that its use of wood, indigenous in many Turkish 

regions, has been banned and replaced by concrete block constmction. 

David Pearson, in Earth to Spirit, argues that from the Westem perspective the use 

of modem technology is an unavoidable prerequisite to achieve a rich and educated urban 

world. Traditional society is viewed as a peasant culture, backward, primitive, 

unsophisticated, irrational, and naive.^ The dwellings of developing countries built of 

modern materials and techniques are viewed as an advancement, but it has also started a 

dependency on imported materials and standards, and the neglect and disappearance of 

local indigenous materials and techniques. No serious attempts are made to integrate 

these modem techniques and standards with the country's overall planning and economic 

strategies, if they have any. 

The meaning of tradition. The literal meaning of tradition is "that which has been 

handed down."^ In this manner, traditional dwellings and settlements are the built 

expressions of a heritage that continues to be transmitted from one generation to another. 

Tradition, in terms of time, can be described as old versus new. In the Westem eye, 

traditional is ofl:en understood as wow-Western, wow-European, pre-conXdiCt, pre-co\omd\, 

indigenous, wow-modem. According to Hassan Fathy, the survival of traditional 

societies over hundred years indicates that there is knowledge that is still of great value in 

its original form and as the basis for new developments.^ 

Oleg Grabar argues that tradition and development are two conflicting terms; 

development can proceed only when tradition is forgotten.^ In terms of the relationship 

^ David Pearson, Earth to Spirit (San Francisco, CA: Chronicle Books, 1994), 121. 
^Yi-FuTuan, "Traditional: What Does It Mean?," in Dwellings. Settlements and 

Traditions ed. Jean-Paul Bourdier & Nezar Alsayyad, (Lanham, MD: University Press of 
America, 1989), 27. 

^ Anthony King, "The Politics of Position: Inventing the Past; Constructing the Present; 
Imagining the Future," Traditional Dwellings and Settlements Review (Spring 1993, vol.4, no.2), 
11. 

* Hassan Fathy, Natural Energv and Vemacular Architecture, ed. Walter Shearer & Abd-
el- Rahman Ahmed Sultan, (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1986), xvi. 

^ Oleg Grabar, "Why History: The Meanings and Uses of Tradition," Traditional 
Dwellings and Settlements Review (Spring 1993, vol. 4, no.2), 22. 



between development and tradition, he describes tradition as a body of a culture which 

existed before new development took place. Tradition, he continues, "is part of the 

culture and dead, and exists as a memory and has a spiritual meaning for us." According 

to him, traditions are in a very close relationship with today's world: 

Traditions are philosophical and theological systems which affect the minds and 
souls of men and women. These systems can impact developments should not 
be surprising. Because these systems are vehicles for moral and aesthetic 
judgments, thus they provide a stamp of approval for anything done. 

According to Hassan-Uddin Khan, in today's built environments the model for 

individual houses, derives fi"om two main streams which originate from two cultures: the 

"modem" (intemational) and the '^traditional" (vemacular). *̂  He argues that the modern 

infers Westem ideology which speaks of advanced technologies, whereas tradition 

represents continuity which based on memory, common sense and experience (native 
1 o 

wisdom). He concludes that modernity and tradition are complementary terms which 

must be dealt with simultaneously in the contemporary world. 

Modernity and tradition are two opposite perspectives in life which aroused 

interest in the nineteenth century. Modernity seeks change and a better future. It has 

found a strong basis for existence in both developed and developing societies. It has been 

a target of political ideals and a new way of life in the societies of both East and West. 

During World War I and II, most nations witnessed a more critical destmction of their 

cultural and architectural heritage than ever before. 

Modernism, with its high regard for advanced technology and mass production, 

has lost its general popularity mostly in developing countries.̂ '* The reasons can be found 

in the loss of the cultural values embedded in the built environment, and a discontinuity 

between the past and present through the lack of acknowledgments of a sense of identity, 

'' Ibid. 
" Ibid. 
'̂  Hasan-Uddin Khan, "Houses: A Synthesis of Tradition and Modemity," Mimar: 

Architecture in Development (Sept. 1991, no. 39), 27. 
'' Ibid., 33. 
*"* Pearson, Earth to Spirit. 12. 



and consideration of climates. The adoption of foreign architecture in Asia, Afiica, 

Eastem Europe, and South America has often not been compatible with their specific 

cUmates and cultures. Should architects and designers use only traditional forms of 

technology and methods to establish architecture and tum their back on modem 

technology? On the one hand, current intemational architecture adapts modem 

technologies and new materials to new typologies - multistory apartments, airports, sports 

stadiums and large hotels, etc.; on the other hand, strong regional cultural traditions of 

indigenous building using vemacular knowledge, forms, and materials have proved well-

adapted to then local environments and cultures. An altemative architecture has already 

been recognized as a potential solution to environmental deterioration created by 

modernism inserted into traditional built environments. This new architecture has been 

supported by many architects in developing countries such as Hassan Fathy in Egypt, 

Sedat Hakki Eldem in Turkey, and Charles Correa in India. It is an architecture that 

supports the life and health of people in general, and puts them in touch again with past 

traditions and respect for nature. This is what Malcolm Wells calls a gentle architecture 

which finds its roots in vemacular traditions. ^̂  

Basic Principles of Vemacular Architecture 

Vemacular architecture is the product of a wide range of enviraimental, 
functicHial, social and cultural fectors relevant at a giv«i period. A vemacular 
house becomes the reflectiai of the sprit of an age by e?q)ressing the combined 
effect of these factors cm a way of life. The study of the evolution of a 
vemacular type is instrumaital to understanding the real significance of historical 
devel(̂ m@its. 

The term 'vemacular' goes back to a Latin root meaning "things that are 

homemade, homespun, home-grown, not designated for the market place, but are for 

" Ibid. 
^̂  Aharon Ron Fuchs & Michael Meyer-Brodnitz, "The Emergoice of the Coitral Hall 

House-Type in the Context of Nineteenth Century Palestine," in Bourdier, Dwellings. Settlements, 
and Traditions. 19. 



home use only."^^ Vemacular design is a method of incorporating traditional values and 

methods into architectural form.̂ ^ The concretization of these ideas and values is 

exclusively carried in the minds of the people and continues through its culture. Unlike 

professional contemporary design, this is a non-literary design process which stores its 

complex traditions not in drawings but in the very minds of its builders. 

Why is the vemacular heritage so important? Why should vemacular environment 

be studied, and what can be leamed from it? Because it is an inherent part of our culture 

and history, vemacular buildings are reminders of our irreplaceable, unique, and often 

magnificent past. Most importantly, "the buildings of vemacular societies record life

styles of the past when people had to find a bearable of life just as we have now, and have 

a vital ecological lessons for today."^^ 

Basically, vemacular architecture includes all facilities that are constmcted using 

traditional materials and traditional forms by builders who are not professionally schooled 

in any formal, intellectualized architectural tradition. Roger Scmton describes it as 

follows: 

Vemacular architecture is the product of the ordinary builder, the 
man with neither pretension nor claim to be genius, who has nevertheless 
availed himself of patterns and principles through which to exercise his 
taste, to please his cHents, and to make lasting decisions as to what is right 
and wrong. 

He argues that vemacular architecture deserves more attention than masterpieces, 

"for it is through this everyday practice that the most importance aesthetic problems are 

solved, that architecture acquires its meaning for us, and that our cultural values find 

'̂  Jean-Paul Bourdier, "Reading Traditiai," in Bourdier, Dwellings. Settlements, and 
Traditiqi. 40. 

'* Thomas C. Hubka, "The American Ranch House: Traditi<aial Design Method in 
Modem Popular Culture," Traditional Dwellings and Settlements Review (Fall 1995, vol.7, 
no.l), 33. 

' ' Pears<», Earth to Spirit, 95. 
^ Roger Scruton, "Some principles of Vemacular Architecture." Quadrant. (Jan. 1992, 

vol.36, no. 1/2), 28. 

8 



expression."^^ Unfortunately, architectural theory and history deals mainly with 

monuments and masterworks of the civilization as well as well-known designers. It is 

clear that the vemacular environment is the actual environment in which the vast majority 

of people on earth live. An in-depth study of this built environment has been ignored for 

too many years. These buildings are the products of ordinary people who do not follow 

recognized modem forms, stmctural mles, and norms.̂ ^ Lucien Steill points out that 

"traditional architecture is guided by the ideal of classicism and fostered by the patrimony 

of the vemacular. Besides the formal and constmctive ethics, the moral and spiritual 

dimensions of a vemacular building are its predominant concem."^ 

The builders of vemacular societies predominantly work within local or regional 

traditions. In the process of translating traditions, buildings can accommodate small 

changes, but not radical innovations,̂ "* and the idea of change is not preferred as a goal in 

the design process, as it often is in the contemporary design process. ̂ ^ Choice is also 

limited in vemacular societies; the form of dwellings have much to do with local materials 

at hand, the regional climate, and the realities of socio-economic life. 

This study so far has concentrated on developing countries. It must not be 

imagined that problems identified solely relate to the Third World. A study carried out by 

Thomas Carter on the vemacular domestic architecture in Victorian Utah showed that 

vemacular architecture can be "folk" (pre-industrial) and "popular" (industrial) contrast to 

current definitions of vemacular architectural design which are based on the folk idiom."̂ ^ 

Carter suggests that vemacular design, whether it be folk or popular in origin, has a strong 

traditional component. The nineteenth-century Utah houses demonstrated that although 

they have dissimilarities incorporated in their designs, the actual design sources for these 

' ' Ibid. 
^̂  Amr Abdel Kawi, "The Oasis of Farafra in the Eyes of its Inhabitants," in Bourdier, 

Dwellings. Settlements, and Tradition. 375. 
^ Khan, Mimar: Architecture in Development, 33. 
^ Tuan in Bourdier, Dwellings. Settlements, and Tradition. 56. 
^̂  Hubka, Traditional Dwellings and Settlements Review. 33. 
^ Thomas Carter, 'Traditional Design in an Industrial Age: Vemacular Domestic 

Architecture in Victorian Utah," Journal of American Folklore (Fall 1991, v. 104, no.414), 419. 



homes, folk or popular, were created by many kinds of people-local builders, and owner-

builders using pattem books through design constmction process. ̂ ^ Pattem books and 

trade catalogs played a large role in the dififlision of the vemacular architecture in the 

United States because they illustrated designs that could be rephcated. They also 

borrowed language fi^om high-style architecture and fit it to a vemacular context. 

Many principles found in vemacular design are directly applicable to climate, 

technology, materials, Ufe style, habits and activity systems, and aesthetic, determine the 

form and characteristics of such houses. 

Climate. Today, people have the benefit of plentiftil energy sources; previous 

cultures had to work within their climate restrictions. As a result, this has produced easily 

observable effects on architectural forms. In hot arid regions, such as in India, Egypt, 

Iraq, and Pakistan, buildings were built in such a way that would protect the residents 

fi'om the strong heat of the summer while deep loggias, projecting balconies, and 

oveiiiangs cast long shadows on to buildings and help cool them. Courtyards help 

maintain the warmth of the winter sun. In colder climates, buildings are arranged to 

protect people fi^om exposure to extreme cold through the use of low ceilings, the volume 

is smaller and heat from a fireplace is most easily conserved, the proportion of window 

area to wall area (small to large) is a very dominant features to prevent heat loss and 

drafts. In hot countries of the North Afiican coasts, roofs are flat, a comfortable place to 

sleep in the cool of the night. In regions of extreme heat and cold, buildings are covered 

or buried in earth In extremely wet climates, houses are built on stilts and lifted above 

swampy ground or lakes. In conclusion, vemacular architecture depend on climate and 

topography. People living in these environments found the most effective way to create 

the best architectural forms for their Uving conditions. 

" Ibid., 420. 
^ Jan Jamings and Herbert Gottfiied, Amencan Vernacular Interior Architecture 1870-

1940 (New York, NY: Van Nostrand Reinhold Conq)any, 1988), x. 
^ Fathy in Shearer, Natural Energv and Vemacular Ardiitecture. 4. 
^ Pearson, Earth to Spirit. 95. 

10 



Materials. Rehant on regional materials and skills, vemacular buildings are always 

in harmony with their close environment. The builders have good understanding of the 

materials they use for the dwellings so they will not disturb the balance between the 

natural landscape and the building. In forested regions, such as Scandinavia, timber 

building became a fine art, as did earth and brick building in the treeless areas of North 

Afiica and the Near East. 

Vemacular architecture is sound because it is predicated on native wisdom. 

People selected materials thorough a trial-and-error process to establish their dwellings 

within their social and economic order, and style of living. Once a way of building was 

established it was used substantially in the same manner for hundreds of years. The 

nameless creators of these buildings passed their knowledge on to their heirs for 

generations, often keeping specific knowledge within the family. Vemacular architecture 

always reflects the experiences from the past and seldom fails to accommodate the 

constraints and opportunities in the immediate environment. 

Socio-cultural. The buildings of vemacular environments, in terms of form and 

organization, are highly affected by their cultural environment. It is here where the link 

between form and life patterns is most obvious.̂ ^ While both physical and socio-cultural 

aspects need to be considered, it is the latter which has primary emphasis. In the areas 

where building materials, technology, and climatic conditions are similar to peoples of 

different cultural backgrounds living in close proximity, houses display different 

characteristics.^^ For example, although Turks and Greeks have lived together for 

hundreds of years under the mle of Ottoman Empire in Westem AnatoUa, the architectural 

styles and design concepts of Turkish Houses and Greek Houses are clearly distinct and 

reflect their different religious and cultural backgrounds. Turkish houses are usually shut 

off from the street, and have an uninviting expression from the street. The privacy of 

'̂ Feyyaz Erpi, "Community Culture and its Reflecticm on Vemacular Architecture-Three 
Case Studies: Turkish, Greek and Levantine Housing in AnatoUa," Architecture & Comportment 
= Architecture & Behavior, (1991, vol.7, no.3), 243. 

^̂  Ibid., 244. 
' ' Ibid. 
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women is obligatory in Moslem societies; thus, buildings are designed with court-yard 

plans to provide intimate surroundings which allow them to move around unseen by 

outside eyes. On the other hand, Greek houses are organically and directly linked to the 

street.^* In the Greek community, there is no segregation of sexes. This environment 

cannot be compared to the Moslem community. 

Vemacular building is not an isolated, single-purpose unit like many of today's 

modem building; on the contrary, many of them served as multi-fijnctional processing 

centers for goods and services needed by the community as well as being homes. These 

local vemacular communities are usually widely self-sufficient. Open air ovens are located 

in the courtyards, carpet production takes place in the basements, roofs are used to dry 

foods, and small fountains in the courtyards to keep food refrigerated are some of the 

examples of how the vemacular houses are designed to function well. 

Aesthetics. Aesthetic quality and the harmony with the environment is a strength 

of vemacular buildings. It has always been an inspiration to architects such as Frank 

Wright, Le Corbusier, and Alvar Aalto. During trips to Istanbul and the Mediterranean 

coast, Le Corbusier sketched many traditional Turkish houses and became greatly 

influenced by their natural orders, simple geometry, aesthetic framing, and the way of 

using simple materials. After visiting Istanbul, Corbusier recognized it thus: 

"Wooden houses v^th large spread-out roofs warm their purple colors 
amidst fresh greenery and within enclosures whose mystery delights me. 
The houses join upper stories over extremely narrow streets. There is a 
lot of cohesion, even competition, within this feverish activity, so much 
so that it brings about not only a sense of unity, but also beauty.̂ ^ 

Alvar Alto, one of the first major architects of the modem movement to emerge in 

Finland, was clearly responsive to the nature and rich vemacular architecture of his 

country. Many of his projects such as Saynatsalo Town Hall (1949-1952), and Viipuri 

Library (1927-1935) reflect the Nordic vemacular traditions through the use of timber as a 

'̂  Ibid., 250. 
^̂  Culture and Tradition. Inside Turkish Homes, Internet Web. Site. 

htQ)://www.earthwatch.org/x/Xakkurt.html. 
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primary expressive material, and curvilinear forms and organic elements. His buildings 

illustrate a sensitivity to natural materials, fine detailing and willful picturesqueness, but he 

was also a master of functionalism, creating a modem architecture of our time. 

Other Qualities. Paul Oliver, in Shelter and Society, briefly summarized the major 

attitudes and responses of architects to vemacular shelter. It should be admitted that 

Shelter and Society and Rapoport's House Form and Culture have helped people to 

understand and accept principles of vemacular environmental design and planning as an 

altemative solution to the more impersonal character of modem architecture. Oliver 

summarizes various quaUties of vemacular environments: 

1. Primitive— supposed as the antecedent of formal architecture. 
2. Historical— in recognition of a heritage of non-formal building which demands 

documentation and preservation 
3. Functional— in recognition of the expression of flinction of vemacular 

buildings in their form. 
4. Stmctural— recognizing the forms most appropriate to the available materials 

used. 
5. Technological- recognizing the limitations imposed by materials and the 

skillful employment of them to exploit their resources. 
6. Formal— recognizing the use of primary forms to create mass and control 

spaces. 
7. Organizational— in recognition of the disposition of parts, the separation of 

fiinctions, the hierarchy of spaces in vernacular planning. 
8. Inspirational— as a part of the visual sensory experience from which the 

architect may derive a stimulus to his own creativity. 

9. Derivative— as a source of forms and treatment for their own work. 

From the list above, the qualities of vemacular environments exhibit an immense 

source and range for architectural inspiration. Oliver claims that each one of these 

approaches is vaUd and complementary, and has the effect of increasing the recognition of 

the value of vemacular building. 

^̂  Kenneth Frampton, Modem Architecture: a Critical Historv. (New York, NY: Thames 
andHudsonlnc, 1985), 197. 

"̂̂  Paul OUver, Shelter and Societv, (New York, NY: Frederick A. Praeger, 1977), 25. 
' ' Ibid. 
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Examples and Efforts to Preserve the Historical and Cultural Heritage 

The idea of preserving the historical and cultural heritage as an organized 

movement is a product of the last two centuries. ̂ ^ It began in Europe in France and in 

England in the mid-nineteenth century. In the United States, the first attempt to preserve 

the historic environments came from citizen action at the local level. A group of wealthy 

elderly ladies with high patriotic sentiments to save historic buildings are the pioneers of 

an preservation movement in the States. 

In France, architect Viollet-Le Due started the preservation movement in the 

1830s following unbeUevable disinterest of the public in preserving its historic landmarks 

after the Revolution. "̂^ His theory was that each building or part of a building should be 

restored in its proper style both in appearance and in stmcture. With the help of a new 

Commission for Historic Monuments, he built new additions to buildings in an appropriate 

style rather than preserving so far as possible the original constmction. For this reason, he 

may be regarded as the father of modem but narrow, preservation movements.*^ 

In England, the rapid expansion of cities during the Industrial Revolution 

destroyed many historic streets and buildings. This led John Ruskin and Philip Morris to 

promote the importance of ancient buildings and to found the British preservation 

movement. They perceived restoration as a threat to ancient buildings which they felt 

was more destmctive even than actual demolition. Restoration, for Ruskin and Morris, is 

the work of educated and responsible people who are able to make intellectual decisions. 

In the "Lamp of Memory," he wrote: 

Restoration... means the most total destmction which a building can suffer: 
a destmction out of which no remnants can be gathered: a destmction 
accompanied with false description of the thing destroyed. Do not let us 
deceive ourselves in this important matter, it is impossible, as impossible 

'̂ Williams Norman Jr., Kellogg H. Edmund, and Gilbert B. Frank ed.. Readings in 
Historic Preservation: Why? What? How?, (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers, 1983), 5. 

^ Ibid. 
*' Ibid., 13. 
^' Ibid., 6. 
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as to raise the dead, to restore anything that has ever been great or beautiful in 
architecture.'*^ 

Clearly, the philosophy of John Ruskin was the extreme opposite to Viollet-Le-

Duc's. For Ruskin, the restoration process was nothing but the destmction of original 

fabric.''* 

In the United States, the preservation movement started with efforts to save the 

buildings related to famous people or events. In the 1850s, Ann Pamela Cunningham 

organized a patriotic group of women to save Mount Vemon, and this organization later 

became a blueprint for other potential preservationist in the United States.'*^ But the 

preservation movement did not really start until the twentieth century.'*^ It began with a 

federal law in 1906 to save the archeological remains in the Southwest, and the 

WiUiamsburg restoration in the 1920s. Municipal efforts started with laws in Charleston, 

South Carohna in the 1930s. It was the National Landmarks program in the 1930s which 

eventually brought the estabhshment of the National Tmst (1949) and the Historic 

Preservation Act of 1966 which really strengthened preservation activities. 

One of the answer to the preservation question in the modem world rest with 

outdoor museums. They are major solutions to indifferent demolition of old buildings. In 

order to reflect the characteristics of vemacular traditions many countries today have 

outdoor museums. The history of these goes back to the second half of the nineteenth 

century. Arthur Hazelius, a Swedish teacher and researcher of Nordic languages, is the 

founder of the outdoor museum."*̂  His aim was to strengthen ties between the past and 

present and to motivate people into saving the vanishing cultural heritage."*^ He created a 

place in Sweden that consisted of buildings collected from different regions of Sweden, 

*' Ibid., 22. 
"** WiUiam J. Murtagji, Keeping Time: The Historv and Theory of Preservation in America 

(New York, NY: The Sterling Pubbshing, 1988), 17. 
^̂  Ibid., 29. 
"•* Williams, Reading in Historic Preservatiai, 6. 
'' Ibid. 
^ Murtagh, 92. 
** Ibid. 
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and reconstmcted and furnished in a traditional natural landscape.̂ *' With his work, 

people reached a new sense of patriotism and a suitable awareness of past traditions. In 

the Paris and Vienna Worid Fair for Intemational Folk Villages in 19th century and 

Hungarian Exhibitions in 1896 followed the open-air museum concept established by 

Hazehus (Figure 2.1).̂ ^ Inspired by Hazehus, many Americans were motivated to 

establish outdoor museums across the United States in the 1920s, 1930s, and 1940s. 

The open-air museum concept was welcomed in England. The Weald and 

Downland Open Air Museum in Sussex, for example, opened in 1967 to rescue 

representative examples of vemacular buildings from the southeast of England, and to 

increase public awareness of this heritage (Fig 2.2). This attempt gave encouragement 

to other parts of the country to protect their cultural heritage. 

The preservation programs in the United States first focused on historically 

important city centers such as Philadelphia and Boston. Outside of this, there have been 

attempts to conserve the heritage of immigrants to America, including that of Mexican, 

Spanish, and Anglo settlers. Another consideration of these programs was the 

restoration of the habitats and life styles of the indigenous Indian people. As a result, out

door museums such as the Miwok village at the Chaw'se Regional Indian Museum, 

California, and the "Plants and People of the Sonoran Desert' exhibit in the 

Desert Botanical Garden, Papago Park, Phoenix have been developed.̂ '* The Pueblos of 

the southwestem states are remarkable examples of American Indians habitations and how 

they hve traditionally. The best preserved and most famous of these pueblos is Taos 

Pueblo (Figure 2.3). It is one of the oldest continuously inhabited communities in the 

USA.̂ ^ The Taos Pueblo Indians encouraged tourism, thus maintaining the pueblo and its 

spiritual, cultural, and economic health. A Uving witness to the ecology of the pueblo 

^ Pearson, Earth to Spirit, 96. 
' ' Ibid., 97. 
' ' Ibid., 99. 
^'Ibid, 100. 
"^ Ibid. 
" Ibid. 
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Figure 2.1 A vemacular building Figure 2.2 The 16th century Market Hall, 
at the Skansen Folk Village, at the Weald and Downland Open 
Hungary. Air Museum, Sussex, England. 
Source: David Pearson. Earth to Spirit. (San Francisco, CA: Chronicle 
Books), 97-99. 

Figure 2.3 The Taos Pueblo, New Mexico. 
Source: David Pearson. Earth to Spirit. (San Francisco, CA: Chronicle 
Books), 114. 

lifestyle, this community was declared as a national historic landmark, and nominated to 

the world heritage. 

The rebirth of the vemacular traditions. Although the Japanese way of life 

gradually changed under the influence of Westem culture through the end of the 

nineteenth century, in their private lives the people maintained their traditional way of life. 
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A traditional Japanese house has many features which are inspirations for many architects 

around the world. The Japanese house has a tradition of suggestion, irregularity, and 

simplicity between the landscape and the house through its wood, earth, and bamboo 

technology.'^ The house is distinguished by its adaptation to climatic conditions, its 

economic use of space, its cheap and natural methods of constmction and use of building 

material." The garden of the Japanese house reflects an intimate relationship with the 

stmcture which makes the interior of the house and garden form an organic whole. The 

subdivision of the interior by screens instead of partitions gives a freedom to vary human 

uses.'^ Everything is logically thought out and reflects the significance of human life-style 

in natural and everyday things. 

In the last three decades many countries especiaUy in the Middle-East, Latin 

America, and North Afiica have realized that in the process of modernization, the 

adoption of Westem-oriented architecture is not always entirely compatible with their own 

climate and culture. Many architects, such as Hassan Fathy in Egypt, and Sedat Hakki 

Eldem in Turkey, supported the idea of modernization in the Third World without 

contradicting their own traditions. They beUeved that their existing cultures and buildings 

are a source of inspiration. Utilizing the traditional building forms and materials have 

carried the cultures for hundreds of years, and stiU could be a basis for today's 

architecture. In order to do that, many pubUcations and conferences are being held to 

preserve the uniqueness of the vemacular heritage by bringing them back to a viable Ufe. 

In the 1980s, MIMAR-Architecture in Development (sadly, this magazine is no 

longer published) encouraged and gave awards for works creating a vemacular inspired 

modem architecture in developing countries. For the conservation of earthen architecture. 

'̂  Lisa R. Peattie, "Aesthetic Politics: Shantytown or New Vemacular?" Traditional 
Dwellings and Settlements Review (Spring 1993, vol.4, no.2), 28. 

'̂  Tetsuro Yashido, The Japanese House and Garden (New York, NY: Frederick A. 
Praeger, 1955), 193. 

' ' Ibid., 9. 
^̂  Frampton, Modem Architecture, 59. 
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the 6th Intemational Conference was held in October 1990 in Las Cmses, New Mexico. 

At this conference it was noted that 40% of the world's built stmctures are made of 

earthen materials, and 50% of the world's population dweUs in such buildings. To solve 

the housing problems for the poor among the world's developing countries Hassan Fathy 

considered these earth buildings to be among the best solutions. Although earth as a 

building material is cheap, plentiful and easy to use, it is quite sensitive to extremes of rain, 

wind, sun, humidity, earthquake and insects. With new techniques to reinforce earthen 

stmctures against the effects of these extreme disasters, the sturdiness of such buildings 

can be enhanced. 

To study the duaUty and coincidence in traditional dweUings and settlements, a 

Second Intemational Conference of the Intemational Association Environments was held 

in the University of California, Berkeley, October 1990, for the study of traditional 

environments. In this conference, the preservation of earthen stmctures was discussed, 

and magnificent examples of this inheritance was noted. Similarities and differences in the 

conservation of such environments in first and third worlds, with the cross cultural 

influences of Westem thought and non-Westem ideas on these issues were also 

discussed. ̂ ^ 

Today there are many traditional societies in the world with their own uniqueness. 

With a careful study of the local vemacular forms and spatial arrangements of the 

buildings in these societies, there are lessons for modem architecture and environmental 

design. Many countries around the world are looking for a synthesis of the past to shape 

the future by keeping their cultural heritage aUve. Attempts are being made to bring the 

^ Barbro, M., "Adobe 90: Sixth Intemational Coiference for the Ccmservaticm of Earthoi 
Architecture. Las Cmces, New Mexico. October 1990," Mimar: Architecture in Development 
(Mardil991,no.38), 13. 

'' Ibid. 
^^ Akhtar Badshah, "First World: Third World, DuaUty and Coincidaice in Traditicaial 

Dwellings and Settlements. Second Intemational Conference of the Intemational Association for 
the Study of Traditicmal Environmoits. University of CaUfomia, Berkeley, October 1990," 
Mimar: Ardiitecture in Development (March 1991, no.38), 16. 

'' Ibid. 
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unique buildings of past traditions back to Ufe through learning from local inhabitants and 

craftspeople.^ Saving the vemacular has also found wider support ranging from 

government legislation to historic tmsts, covering single buildings or whole 

neighborhoods.^' The biggest task of communities is to protect the vemacular 

environment as a cultural heritage and keep it aUve as a vital part of the modem world. 

Vemacular as a Source of Modem Architecture 
in the Third World 

Interest in modernism is found in industrialized and developing countries. Its 

popularity gained a momentum after the Industrial Revolution which sought change for a 

better future. It also has been targeted for political inspiration for a new way of Ufe in 

societies of West and East. In the second part of the present century most developing 

countries have witnessed the destmction of their cultural and historical heritage as the 

"new" replaced the existing. The traditional way of life was lost to "modernization." 

Despite intemationaUsm, which has been the dominant trend in the professional 

architectural field, there has been a rise of cultural pride in the countries of the developing 

world. The process of modernization and the adoption of foreign architecture has not 

been compatible with the cUmate and the culture of most of these countries. According to 

Hassan Udi-Khan, new architecture should find its design principles in the existing culture, 

but should reflect contemporary concerns and expectations.^ He feels that rather than 

copying the past one needs to use the models of the past as a catalyst for shaping the 

fiiture.^^ Khan (1991) claims that "tradition and modemity": 

are merely two sides of the same coin and must be dealt with simultaneously. 
Building cannot be rigid dogma, but a Uving, organic, ecological project. It is 
about continuity, based on memory, common sense, and experience, and is the 

/TO 

foundation of invention. 

^ Pearscm, Earth to Spirit 96. 
'̂ Ibid. 

* Pearson, Earth to Spirit, 121. 
'̂  Ibid. 
68 Khan, Mimar, 33. 
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This tradition-based modem architecture is supported by many architects. They 

base their design principles on the understanding of vemacular traditions while taking 

advantage of new technologies. Hassan Fathy, and Sedat Hakki Eldem have become 

sources of inspiration for architects especially in the countries of developing world to 

reawaken their own cultural identity. 

Hassan Fathy. Hassan Fathy (1899-1989) beUeved there was an urgent need to 

preserve the value of Arab and Islamic culture. He looked with a great reverence into past 

as the source of cultural identity and pride. Based on the features associated with Arab 

traditions, he created a vemacular architecture using domes, vaults, courtyards, fountains, 

and lantems. He did not copy the past, but selected historical examples for use in his 

current design. Although his architectural language originated from indigenous sources, it 

was a highly selective, individual vocabulary that depended a great deal on his own sense 

of proportion, harmony and language. 

Fathy aimed at bringing back to life vemacular methods of building. One of his 

greatest contributions was the reintroduction of the courtyard form in house design. He 

based his design principles on the use of local materials (particularly mud-brick) and 

traditional building forms (such as mtemal courtyards and domed roofs) which was 

derived from indigenous architecture. In order to solve the critical housing problems in 

most developing countries, he believed the solution must be rooted in tradition rather than 

in modem technology. However, he conceived traditional solutions as technical, 

environmental, social and economical valid solutions well-adapted to the local, cultural 

and climatic conditions. By introducmg new materials and knowledge he beUeved that 

many traditional techniques could be improved and serve as honest sources of modem 

architecture development. 

^ Khaled Asfour, "Bitter Lakes Villa, Egypt: A Dialogue with Hassan Fathy," Mimar 
(Oct. 1991,no.39),54. 
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Sedat Hakki Eldem. Eldem (1911-1986) was one of the most influential architects 

in Turkey. He beUeved that modem Turkish architecture should be based on regional 

identity and traditions.^^ He suggested that historical building elements could be 

modernized in a contemporary manner and that traditional architecture should be studied 

to serve as a source of inspiration for new Turkish architecture. 

Eldem is the first Turkish architect to research systematicaUy the vemacular 
71 

architectural heritage. In most of his buildings he gave birth to a new consciousness by 

emphasizing the cultural and historical value of vemacular forms. Eldem has been a key 

figure who has realized the most continuous architectural production of its type covering 

fifty years of devoted practice. 

The basic historic reference in Eldem's work has been the old Turkish House. 

(Figure 2.4). His use of Ught timber frame of the main floors (top floors) which sit above 

the soUd mass stmcture of the ground floor, and the involvement of pitched roofs with 

large overhangs are among the design principles which he derived from studying old 

Turkish houses. By doing so he created a contrast between the massive block of the stone 

walls of the lower floor and the Ughtness of the upper floors pierced by rows of windows. 

Although he adapted reinforced concrete as his main constmction material, his buildings 

look Ughter because of the smaU spans and the differentiation of supporting and infiU 

materials. ̂ "̂  

Usually, in the plan organization of his buildings, he used the plan schematics of 

traditional plan types mostly with the T-shaped central haU (Figure 2.6).^ He achieved 

symmetry in his facades by the modulation of the facade columns and the repetition of the 

^ Ustun Alsac, "The Seamd Period of National Architecture," in Modem Turkish 
Ardiitecture edited by Raiata Holod & Ahmet Evin (Pennsylvania: University of Pennsylvania 
Press, 1984), 96. 

'' Ibid. 
^AtiUaYucel, "COTtemporary Turkish Architecture," Mimar: Ardiitecture in 

Developmait, October 1983, 60. 
^Ibid. 
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Figure 2.4 Turkish house studies of Eldem, BerUn, 1929. 
Source: Sibel Bozdogan, "Modemity in Tradition," Sedat Eldem. (New 
York, NY: Concept Media Pte Ltd., 1987), 32. 
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window frames. In his architecture, his use of windows was a combination of Augeste 

Perret's vertical order and the horizontal window frames of Le Corbusier's building.̂ ^ He 

referred to the horizontal repetition of vertical frames according to the vemacular 

examples of the Turkish house. 

Eldem really Uked using the forms, typologies, elements, or organization principles 

derived from vemacular but reinterpreted them according to the new building material 

available. Eaves of pitched roofs become the modest horizontal Unes of projecting flat 

roofs: "hanging" or simple intermediate columns are added to the supporting ones so that 

the modulation of the whole comes closer to the rhythm of the original wooden stmcture. 

The forms, elements and materials he used were simple; few in type and more durable 

building materials were always preferred. The aging process of his buildings has always 

been an important problem for Eldem and he did not want to fight with compUcated 

constmctive solutions. ̂ ^ 

Eldem's works are mostly private houses (yali) with a few office and pubUc 

buildings scattered among his professional commission. Stmctural and aesthetic quaUties 

of the Turkish house became a departure point for his architecture. He beUeved that 

modernism could be accommodated under the principle of the regional Turkish 

architecture. His work demonstrated a dialectic between the traditional and the 

contemporary, rooted both in RegionaUsm and the IntemationaUsm. 

While maintaining a commitment to modernism, in his works, there is a persistent 

emphasis on tradition and cultural continuity. His style represents three themes: a 

reinterpretation of the plan type of the traditional Turkish house; the Ughtness and the 

openness of the Turkish house to be reproduced in reinforced concrete; and the 

articulation of the elevations with the horizontal repetition of vertical windows of 1:2 

proportion. 

'* Ibid. 
'' Ibid. 
^̂  Sibel Bozdogan, "Modemity in Tradition: Works of Sedat Hakki Eldem," Sedat Eldem: 

Ardiitect in Turkev," (New York, NY: Concqjt Media Pte Ltd., 1987), 43. 
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Figure 2.5 PreUminary studies of Eldem for Agaoglu house. 
Source: Sibel Bozdogan, "Modemity in Tradition," Sedat Eldem 
(New York, NY: Concept Media Pte Ltd., 1987), 47. 
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One of his earUest works, the Agaoglu house of 1936 in Istanbul is a prominent 

example illustrating Eldem's interest in the Turkish house as a source of inspiration; in this 

case emphasizing the particular Turkish feature of the traditional oval sofa (Figure 2.5). 

The way he adapts it in this house diverges from the traditional norms since it is not in an 

interior central hall which gives access to other rooms, but it is used rather as a front-

facing living room between the study and the dining room, projecting towards the street in 

an open fashion. This can be thought of as compromise between tradition and modemity 

as well as a landmark in contemporary Turkish architecture.̂ ^ 

In 1947, he built the Taslik Coffee House within a concept of national architecture 

inspired by the Turkish house (Figure 2.6). This Coffee House with its wide projecting 

eaves, T-plan, modular arrangements of windows and an overall predominance of wood, 

StiU stands as the his architectural trademark. Here, the reinforced concrete stmctural 

frame is combined with an extensive use of wood facing on both the interior and the 

exterior. Functionally speaking, a "coffee-house" has symbolized Turkish culture for 

centuries, particularly in the eyes of Orientalists demonstrating how collective memory and 

culture can develop new fashions. 

While this chapter has reviewed the literature concerning vemacular architecture, 

ending up with a brief look at the work of Sedat Hakki Eldem, who used Turkish 

vemacular architecture, the following chapter looks more deeply into the Turkish tradition 

among its heritage of housing stock. 

77 Ibid., 46. 
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Figure 2.6 Perspective, and interior studies of Eldem for Taslik Coffee House, 
Istanbul, 1941. 
Source: Sibel Bozdogan, Modernity in Tradition," Sedat Eldem 
(New York, NY: Concept Media Pte Ltd., 1987), 50. 
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CHAPTER in 

A STUDY OF VERNACULAR TLTIKISH HOUSES 

Overview 

One of the most interesting areas to be analyzed as a vemacular environment in the 

worid perhaps is Turkey since it is the historical source of many civilizations and cultures. 

The vemacular Turkish house is an unique and expressive form of Uving environment 

developed over the centuries. The concept of designing the Turkish house was formed 

during the Ottoman regime under the strong influence of the Moslem reUgion.̂ * Its 

origins and basic characteristics are based in AnatoUa but over time evolved through other 

influences resulting from various external conditions. The Turkish house type found its 

way into areas of Europe under Ottoman control. It is not surprising to see the very best 

of such houses in south-eastem Europe especiaUy in the former Yugoslavia and Greece, 

and in Cyprus, and Egypt. These houses are the outcome of the synergy of Ottoman and 

local cultures. As a result, the Turkish house represents not only an exportation of 

architectural design but also a way of life. On the other hand, the southeast part of 

Turkey, under the influence of Arabic culture, does not seem to have been affected much 
TO 

by the traditional Turkish house. 

Erol Aksoy claims that the AnatoUan housing tradition is based on the nomadic 

Ufestyles of the Turkic peoples. Onder Kucukerman, in conjunction with Aksoy, says 

that one can trace the origins of the Turkish house to nomadic times, and that the interior 

design, so important a principle of the Turkish house, can be traced to traditional tent 

stmctures of the steppes of Central Asia *̂  When comparing the Central Asian tents to the 

7« 

79 
Erpi, Architecture & Compoitmqit = Architecture & Bdiavior, 24. 
Sedat Hakki Eldem, 'Tuik Evi Plan Tipleri," (ITU, Istanbul: 1968), 11. 

*^ Erol Aksoy "Qrtamekan: Turk Sivil Mimarisinde Temel Kumlus Prensibi," Mimarlik ve 
Sanat, Gstanbul, 1963: Sayi 7-8), 39. 

" Onder Kucukerman, Turkish House in Seardi of Spatial Identitv (Istanbul: The Turkish 
Touring and Automobile Association, 1991), 33. 
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Figure 3.1 Mansion of Hazeranlar, Amasya. Photograph: Firdevs Sayilan. 
Source: Dogan Kuban, 'Tarihe Sayginin Temel Boyutu: Eski 
Konutlari Kommak," Turk Evi ve Biz. Istanbul 1993, 13. 

interiors of Turkish houses, one finds similarities in terms of spatial organizations and 

fiinctionaUty.^ In Turkish society, the concept of the house is much Uke that of the state, 

nation, and family, wherdjy it is considered holy and inviolable. The vemacular Turkish 

house embodies Turkish traditions and Islamic principles, and is a product thereof^ 

*̂  Rusen Dora, 'Turk Evleri," Turing: Magazin of Turkish and Automobile Association. 
(1993, sayi. 81-360), 27. 

*̂  HaUl Karpuz, H., Turk Islam Mesk^ Mimarisinde Erzurum Evleri. Ankara, 1994, 29. 
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Eldem asserts that despite facing numerous changes, the Turkish house maintains its basic 

principles of Turkish civilization, Ufestyle, and house culture.^ 

According to Erol Kazmaoglu and Ugur Tanyeli, the Turkish house is the product 

of the synthesis of Ottoman socio-economic stmcture and socio-cultural factors. ̂ ^ The 

fact that AnatoUan houses consist of many rooms is attributed to the nomadic heritage of 

the AnatoUans. This accounts for the similarity in proportions and size of different rooms. 

GeneraUy, the Ottoman houses are categorized as either open haU design {acik sofali) or 

closed (kapali) design, and the differences are correlated with climatic and socio-cultural 

factors.^ 

Although the materials utilized change, and the plan types of vemacular houses in 

Turkey vary from region to region, the concept of design remains the same. For example, 

the concept of designing spaces for femily stmcture and privacy are constant; only the 

factors of family economics, cUmate, and materials differ from region to region.'' The 

most significant shared feature in the Turkish house are the rooms serving the various 

activities in the house. 

The other feature in the plan organization is the haU {sofa). The sofa is an area 

providing access between the various rooms and also provides location for social 

interaction. Its function cannot be dupUcated by other parts of the house. The different 

combinations of the rooms and the sofa present a large number of plan types which are 

used aU over AnatoUa. 

*̂  Sedat Hakki Eldem, Tuik Evi OsmanU Dqiemj (Istanbul: Tac MatbaaciUk, Cilt 1, 
1984), 17. 

*̂  Erol Kazmaoglu & Ugur Tanyeli, "Anadolu Koout Mimarisinde Bolgesel Faridiliklar," 
Yapi, (1993, sayi 33), 29-41. 

•̂  Ibid. 
'̂  Qihan Hacihasanoglu & Isil Hacihasanoglu, "The Geometrical Analyses of the Turkish 

Houses," Open House fatematicmal, (April 1995, v.7, no.l), 23. 
" Cengiz Eruzun, "Kukurel SurekUUk Icinde Turk Evi," MimarUk. (Ankara, 89/4, yil. 27, 

sayi. 236), 69. 
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Physical structure of 
Anatolia 

Climatic regions of 
Anatolia 
1. Northern Aimtolia 
2. Central Anatolia 
3. South and. South. 

West AnatoUa 
4- South-East Anatolia 
5. Eastem Anatolia 

"r Ŝ  

^ 3 . •"-

^ 
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XI 
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r-' Regional distributioa 
of AnatoUa 
1. Timber 
2. Brick 
3. Timber and stone 
4. Stone 

Figure 3.2 Physical stmcture, climatic regions, and traditional building methods 
in AnatoUa. 
Source: Onder Kucukerman, Turkish House in Search of Spatial 
Identitv. (Turing, 1991), 37. 
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Vernacular Turkish houses are usually raised above the ground to a height of 

between one and one-half and two meters.̂ ^ There are two reasons for this: first, raising 

the building above the ground wiU help to prevent damages arising from humidity, and 

second, it wiU give more privacy for the upper stories. Rusen Dore argues that the layout 

of the rooms and the sofa resembles the layout of the streets and the houses. The rooms 

are like the individual houses and the halls are like the streets that separate each individual 
Oft 

house. The whole neighborhood is composed of these basic units. 

In Turkish towns and cities houses are usuaUy two or three stories in height and in 

mral areas they are usually one story. CUmate is also a factor affecting the physical 

stmcture. Builders in northem AnatoUa use mostly timber as the constmction material 

while the constmction in central of AnatoUa makes use of mudbrick and stone. Westem 

Anatolia uses stone, and southem AnatoUa uses a mixture of timber and stone in response 

to their cUmatic differences (Figure 3.2).̂ ^ 

Many Turkish houses in AnatoUa have survived almost 500 years along the 

Ottoman borders. At the beginning of the twentieth century, foUowing the coUapse of the 

Ottoman Empire and the foundation of the new Turkish RepubUc, traditional constmction 

techniques of Turkish houses began to die out and ultimately disappeared from regular 

usage. 

Islamic Architecture, the Characteristics 
of Islamic Cities and Westem Influences on Architecture 

Islamic culture and thought has played a profound role in the development of 

Islamic cities. Since the dawn of Islamic civilization, much religious emphasis has been 

placed on urban life so that the spread of Islam coincided with the estabhshment of the 

urban civiUzation. 

*̂  Dora, Turing, 29. 
^Ibid. 
'̂ Kucukerman, Turkish House in Search of Spatial Identity. 38. 

^ Famk Benet, "The Ideology of Islamic Urbanization," Intemational Journal of 
Comparative Socioloev, (1963, vol.4, no.2), 211-226. 
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Islamic Architecture. The stmcture of Islamic law is buiU on the Holy Quran 

which Muslims firmly believe to be the revelations of God. The revelations took place 

during a period of 20 years. They were reduced to the writings during the Ufetime of the 

Holy Prophet, Mohammed. The Islamic law of crimes is very strict, and is now in force 

only in a few Arab countries like Saudi Arabia and other Gulf States. Muslim law aUows 

polygamy for men and imposes monogamy on women.̂ ^ In today's worid, some MusUm 

countries such as Turkey have put a restramt on polygamy for men by making the women 

have equal rights. The concept of unity as it appUes to Islam is explained by Gary Martin. 

The concept of Unity in multipUcity is the determining factor in integrating Islamic 
societies. HistoricaUy the revelation of Islam as expressed by the Prophet 
Mohammed and the Holy Koran brought together the most diverse cultures and 
peoples from Spain across to India and beyond. The architecture of the Islamic 
world throughout history adapted and responded to different cultures and existing 
traditions of buildings without weakening the spiritual essence which was its 
source of inspiration.̂ "^ 

Emst J. Gmbe argues that Islamic architecture is hidden architecture which must 

be experienced by being entered and seen from within. ̂ ^ In Islamic architecture the 

principal features are generaUy hidden behind an unrevealing exterior. Gmbe also notes 

that the architecture of Islam does not change its form easily, if at aU. It rather tends to 

adapt fiinctions to preconceived forms which are basicaUy the contained inner spaces.^ 

One of the particular characteristics of domestic Islamic architecture is the 

traditional need to entertain male guests. The men's reception (or guest) room tends to be 

located adjacent to the entrance lobby of the house; thus visitors do not meet with the 

female household or violate the privacy of women. The simplest form of separation of 

'̂  Kader S. A. (1995, September). Shariat and Islamic Spirit-I The Hindu Online. Islam 
(Qn-Une) http://www.webpage.com/hindu/950916/21/1312b.html 

^ The Future of Islamic architecture. Islam (On-line) 
http ://islamicart.com/pages/archtere/fiiture.htm 

'' Gmbe, J. Emst, Architecture of the Islamic World. (New York, NY: Thames and 
Hudson PubUshing, 1978), 11. 

96 Ibid 
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male and female areas can be found in the tent of the nomad in which a screen or cloth is 

hung across the center of the tent when unrelated male visitors are present. 

Islamic architecture usuaUy creates a vision in harmony with the people and their 

environment. As an example, both reUgious stmctures (the great mosques of Edime and 

Istanbul) and the traditional vemacular houses in AnatoUa (the houses of Safî anbolu and 

Kula) used local geometry, local materials, and local building methods to express the 

order, harmony and unity of Turkish-Islamic architecture. 

The most noticeable feature is the focus on interior space as opposed to the 

exterior or fecade.^ The most typical expression of this focus on inner space is in the 

MusUm house. Rectangular housing units generaUy are organized around an inner 

courtyard. The facade of this house offers high windowless waUs intermpted only by a 

single low door. Often these courtyards are built to serve the needs of extended famiUes 

as weU as providing privacy for women. As family size increases, more rooms are built on 

the lot's unused land. 

The open-air traditional courtyard also performs an important function—a modifier 

of cUmate in hot, arid areas. While aUowing for outdoor activities protected from wind 

and sun, the courtyard also serves as an air-weU into which the cool, night air can sink 

The introverted courtyard house expresses an environment close to the outside while 

protecting what is inside—the family and the inner life. 

GeneraUy, Islamic culture is the synthesis of different cultures—Turkish, Arabic and 

Persian. The predominance of the former, resulting from Turkish hegemony in the Islamic 

realm between the eleventh and nineteenth centuries, is largely beyond dispute. As a 

result. Islamic art and architecture were greatly influenced by Turkish thought and 

tradition. 

^Overview of Islamic Ardiitecture. Islam (On-line) 
http ;//islamicart com/pages/archetere/overview.htm 

'* Hassan Fathy, "Oxistancy, Transpositicm and Change in the Arab City," From Madina 
to MdxapoUs: Heritage and Change in the Near Eastem Citv, ed. L. C. Brown, (Princeton, NJ: The 
Darwm Press), 319. 

^ Ibid. 
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The areas conquered by Islam akeady possessed a social and cultural harmony that 

favored rapid development. When Islamic civilization passed from a nomadic to settled 

Ufe, the change was effected in part by the eclectic attitude of Islam which sought to 

absorb those elements contained in the previous civilization that would be in accord with 

its own sociocultural stmcture. ̂ "̂  As much Islamic art and architecture shared common 

characteristics with earlier cultures, Islam embraced and integrated them, and succeeded in 

uniting both traditions. Islam, while creating its architecture, considered itself the heir to 

the Roman Empire as weU as other previous civilizations. 

The Characteristics of Islamic Cities. The Islamic ideology played a profound role 

in the shape of cities. Generally, cities are categorized by two principles contained in the 

basis of their planning—planned or unplanned. Planned cities entail a particular geometric 

shape (rectangular, etc.) which is accepted as the principle for its planning. Unplanned 

cities have a more ad hoc character rejectmg geometric pattems in favor of an organic 

texture. Islamic cities belong to the second group, the organicaUy textured cities which 

reflect a hierarchical motion and order from pubUc to private areas. They tend to consist 

of a city center complex surrounded by the castle waU wherein the mosque (cami), 

reUgious schools (medrese) and the market place (bazaar) are to be found. Housing is 

generally peripheral to the center complex. 

Islamic laws are a major factor affecting the city's physical characteristics. In 

accordance with Sharia (Islamic law), the hierarchical relationships between individual, 

family, and community led to the constmction of family housings which emphasized the 

indivisibiUty of the family, constmed to be the smaUest (primordial) societal unit. Thus, 

family Ufe tended to be inward-looking, manifesting itself around the courtyard. Extra 

'^ Eldem, in 'Toward a Local Idiom: A Summary History of Contenqjorary Architecture 
in Turkey," paper pres^ted at the Aga Khan Award for Ardiitecture Seminar Conservaticxi as 
rnltural Survival, (held in Istanbul, Turkey, Sep. 26-28, 1978), 89. 
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familial social relations and activities found expression in pubUc places, such as the bazaar, 

mosque, coffee houses, and [Turkish] baths. *̂^ 

A complex urban stmcture is also the characteristic of Islamic cities. The Islamic 

city's texture usuaUy reflects a planning principle based primarily on pedestrian access and, 

therefore, result in most stmctures relating to human dimensions. For example, streets of 

coastal Aegean and Mediterranean Turkish cities accommodate pedestrians, whereas 

American cities and streets have been conceptualized with the car in the mind which did 

not entail pedestrian considerations nor emphasize the synthesis of streets and walking. 

The planning principles of Turkish cities paraUeUng those of Islamic cities reflect 

same principles: the mosque is at the city center, and commercial activities such as 

bazaars, caravansaries and pubUc bathhouses burgeon outwards. The physical 

characteristic of the AnatoUan Turkish city, paraUeUng and corresponding to Islamic city 

design, entail a cluster or grouping of buildings, especiaUy houses where land is used in an 

unaltered state. The development of viUage housing is a coUective proposition rather than 

individuaUst. However, unlike many of its neighbors, Turkish cities have their own private 

house rows of articulated stories deeply influenced by the climate and woodworking 

culture. ̂ ^̂  These influences have developed a unique Turkish architectural tradition. 

Houses in Turkish cities reveal different characteristics according to their particular 

cUmatic and regional variations. In the southeast houses are the "court-yard type" which 

results in the interior being quite invisible from the outside. Houses beyond the southem 

districts usuaUy do not have a courtyard but a yard usuaUy behind or around the house 

with windows always facing outward. The picturesque wooden homes seen in Bursa and 

Safranbolu are also distinctive to Turkey. They display a combination of stone and wood 

'°̂  Alex Hourani, "The Islamic City in the Light of Recent researdi," The Islamic Citv / A 
CoUoQuium, ed. A. H. Hourani & S. M. Stem (Oxford, Bruno Cassirer Oxford and University of 
Pennsylvania Press, 1970), 9-24. 

^^ An Islamic stopping place for caravans. It was oftai a rectangular waUed complex with 
a large gate opening onto a courtyard. 

'̂ ^ Hidenobu Jinnai & Jun Tanimuzu, "The Characteristics of Turkish Ardiitecture and 
Cities," Process Architecture. (1990, no.3)), 6. 
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common to many houses. Thick stone walls are used for the first story to support a 

wooden upper stmcture. ̂ '̂̂  

In Islamic cities, the types of residential dweUings are attributable to a number of 

factors. These factors have played a role in the evolution of the chief characteristics of the 

traditional Turkish house, and are summarized as foUows: 

1. Privacy of women: With a view to the protection (and hence segregation) of 

women, ground floors were kept closed, intemaUy unexposed and aUnost inaccessible to 

the outside. Upper stories have windows and balconies which were surrounded with 

wooden griUs designed to Umit views of the interior from the outside. 

2. Housing entrances: Housing entrances tend to be emphasized through the use 

of color and omamentation. Although each house usuaUy had a single entrance, 

occasionaUy houses with separate entrances for women also occur. Two door-knockers in 

some houses differ in both size and material, because one is for male the other is for 

female visitors. By their sound, they announce to the occupants the sex of their caUers 

(Figure 3.3). 

3. Portions of the house designated for male family members: With a view to 

accommodating male visitors only, the house incorporated dual plans with separate Uving 

areas for men and women, often achieved through the use of a dual corridor system 

design. Guest rooms are usuaUy located near the entrance and placed in such a way as not 

to dismpt daily activities. 

4. Interior space: While most European housing emphasizes specific functions for 

each room. Islamic design emphases multi-fimctional activities within rooms. GeneraUy 

each room in a MusUm house is arranged m such a way to accommodate aU daily fiinctions 

such as sleeping, eating and working within the room, whereas a room in European houses 

satisfies specific needs—sleeping in bedrooms, eating in dinning rooms and sitting in Uving 

rooms. 

10* Ibid. 
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Figure 3.3 An entrance door with two knockers represents a play of closure 
and color while honoring guests. 
Source: Turknet, Traditional Houses, Turkish House (On-line), 
p. 11, http://www.turknet.com/turkishstyle/traditionall 1.html 

Islam retained its dominance for the continuation of architectural traditions for 

centuries. But in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, the massive importation of 

Westem technology, planning, design and constmction expertise changed the stmcture of 
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Islamic cities. ̂ ^̂  Thus, most of the countries of Islam lost their political and cultural 

individuality, and their freedom under the mle of European civilizations. 

Westem Influences. The nineteenth century was a period of profound change in 

the Islamic world. The growing gulf between the Islamic realm and the West in terms of 

technological progress and economic muscle became increasingly evident. As a result, the 

traditionaUy closed Islamic economic system was pried open by the growing influence of 

the Westem imperiaUst economic order. Rapid European developments foUowing the 

Renaissance and Reconstmction in the eighteenth and nineteenth century produced a 

disproportionate shift in the balance of power between the Christian West and Islamic 

East. The Islamic world became increasingly politically dependent on the West in wake of 

its growing power and wealth following the discovery the New World, and then the 

industrial revolution. The closed economies of the Islamic world were increasingly 

integrated into the Westem capitalist system. This was particularly evident in the Ottoman 

Empire, then known as the "sick man of Europe," particularly in Istanbul, and especiaUy 

within the Sultan's court. In this period the Ottomans appreciated Westem achievements 

to the point of emphasizing its arts, Uterature and ideology, particularly that of French 

origin. Thus, among the Ottoman elite all things French came to symboUze status, and it 

was not uncommon to send one's child to France for a French education. 

The modernization of Turkey began with a series of reforms known 

as the Tanzimat (Reorganization) in the mid-nineteenth century. It claimed the principle 

of equality under law and guaranteed the security of life and property for all subjects of 

the Empire. ̂ ^̂  This Reorganization created significant reform measures in the judicial, 

educational, and financial fields, adapting European institutions as models. In 

105 Sedat Hakki Eldem, "ElU Yillik Cumhuriyet Mimarligi," Mimariik, (1973, sayi 11-12), 

^^ Renata Holod & Ahmet Evin, ed.. Modem Turkish Architecture, (University of 
Pennsylvania Press, 1984), 3. 

107 Ibid., 4. 
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architecture, the late Ottoman and early RepubUcan periods can be seen as one of high 

dependency on the West, the source of capital, technology, ideas, and forms. 

The impact of the infatuation with Westernization led to architectural changes in 

Istanbul. The conflict between Islamic concepts and Westernization led to newer 

infrastmcture developments. New roads were buiU, urban planning ideas were introduced 

with the reorganization of streets, as weU as the constmction of apartment blocks. These 

were among the more obvious manifestations of this thmst. Of course, these changes had 

a negative impact on the Islamic nature of the city, especially when alUed to the rapid 

population growth, and the estabhshment of a second, non-Islamic city center. 

Elsewhere in the Islamic world the impact of Westem influences was perhaps even 

more pernicious, since growing political instability led to wars (often between Ottomans 

and Arabs), which in tum destroyed many Islamic cities. The resuUing rebuilding of cities 

was often based on more Westem concepts. The period also coincided with the beginning 

of rapid urbanization. Numbers of people flocked to cities which far outstripped their 

small-town infrastmctural capacities. This led to the unhealthy development experienced 

in many modem Islamic cities such as Istanbul or Cairo. 

The Development of the Turkish House 

The concept of the Turkish house originates with the nomads. In fact, Turkish 

civiUzation was predicated on aU the characteristics of nomadic life style which was 

brought to Anatolia through migration and settlement. ̂ ^̂  Cattle-dealing was the main 

source of living for Turks during their nomadic existence in their continual movement. 

They had to carry their shelters with them. Therefore, the stmctures were Ught and all 

facilities in the shelters were portable. The Turkish tent, known as ''Topak Ev" or 

'^Alacikr formed the first example of the Turkish house (Figure 3.4).̂ ^̂  The form of the 

tent was organized as a single unit meeting aU the needs of daily activities. 

'"'̂ Ibid. 
*̂®Kucukerman, Turkish House in Search of Spatial Identitv. 33. 

"^Caigiz Emzun, "Turidsh House," Process Architecture. (1990, n. 93), 46. 
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After accepting Islam, Turks migrated and finaUy settled in AnatoUa in the eleventh 

century. Under the influence of Islam and AnatoUan conditions, the Turks accepted a 

different way of Ufe in their new environment.̂ ^* The form of the nomadic tent was 

developed as a dwelUng unit and transformed to suit the stable living conditions. 

1. Cabinets 
2. Bed 
3. Fireplace 
4.£arth floor 
5. Goods of life 

"""^^ 

Figure 3.4 Tent of central Asian Turks. 
Source: Cengiz Emzun, "Turkish House," Process Architecture. 
1990, no. 93, 48. 

Although the original Turkish house was generally on one floor, in time this 

changed to two and three stories in height. In two-story houses, the ground floor has 

usually no direct effect on the daily living activities of people.**̂  The ground floor is 

usually used as stables in viUage houses, and warehouses in city houses. 

On the upper levels the organization of the Turkish house based on the flexibUity 

of activities in each room. Each room is planned in such a way, like in the tent, to 

accommodate the actions of sitting, resting, eating, working, sleeping, and even bathing.**̂  

When compared to the functional and operational spaces and their relationship to each 

other, a tent and a Turkish room show similar characteristics (Figure 3.5).**'* 

Clearly, the basic similarities between the tent and room order show that the 

principle elements shaping the Turkish room originate from tent life. However, house 

plans have developed and increased in variety over time in accordance with the 

"' Ibid. 
"̂  Emzun, Mimariik, 70. 
"̂  Emzun, Process Architecture. 48. 
"^ Ibid. 
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Figure 3.5 Comparison of the general arrangement and use of the room and the tent. 
Source: Cengiz Emzun, "Kulturel SurekUUk Icinde Turk Evi," Mimariik. 
89/4, Yil.27, Sayi. 236, 69. 

1. Middle area with multi-activities. 
2. Sofa {sedir) used for sitting, resting, and sleeping activities. 
3. Closed utUity areas mcluding cupboards, shelves, niches and closets. 
4. Oven {ocak) used for heating and cooking. 
5. HaU {sofa) functions as a service area between rooms as well as tents. 

effects of environmental conditions, family stmcture and economical conditions, common 

usage and traditions, possession concepts, production types, and overall population 

growth."^ 

Timber is the commonest buUding material used in the traditional Turkish houses 

in Anatolia. Since its is perishable the life span of a building is Umited, there are very few 

examples left which are over 200 years old in Anatolia.**̂  On the other hand, the houses 

in the Central Region of Anatolia are commonly built of loam and clay with a flat roof 

Godfrey Godwin notes that these houses in this region were not pretty but plain and 

functional, and were based on the concept of one all-purpose room. These houses are stiU 

to be found aU over Anatolia 117 

"' Ibid. 
"** Kucukerman, Turkish House in Search of Spatial Identitv, 29. 
"̂  Godfrey Goodwin, A Historv of Ottoman Architecture. (Baltimore, Maryland: The 

Johns Hq)kins Press, 1971), 430. 
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The vemacular houses in Kayseri region (central Anatolia) are good example of 

single-story viUage architecture, based on a flat-roofed room. Their waUs are thick and 

the windows deep in order to keep the rooms cool in summer and warm in winter. Their 

plan organization and constmction methods have prehistoric origins.**̂  One can find 

sinularities between the houses in Catalhoyuk, in the Konya Plain of south AnatoUa, one of 

the earUest human civilizations in the world, and the present houses in central Anatolia.**̂  

They function to meet all the basic human needs with the most available local materials, 

and employ mixtures of peat, mud and straw as building materials, the cheapest material. 

Timber framing, on the other hand, is extensively used in all forest regions such as the 

Black Sea provinces (Northem AnatoUa). 

The influence of the Turkish house was most geographicaUy widespread in the 
1 Oft ^ ^ 

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries under the regime of the Ottomans. Turkish life, 

culture, and art were the main factors which played a profound role in the spreading of the 

concept of the Turkish house. 

In the design of the house the privacy of the housewife played an important role. 

She spent most of her time at home for cooking and taking care of the children. Therefore 

gardens fiiU of flowering plants and blossoming trees provided her an mdividual area for 

her work, leisure and socialization.*^* The ground floor walls formed a closed 

environment and a distinction between the interior and exterior in order to confine life and 

nature inside the bmlding 

There was also a close relationship between the social stmcture and the design of 

the Turkish house. Settlers in Anatolia started cultivating the land. The stmctural 

differences between the nomadic and settled family were obvious—the traditional house 

gave sense of belonging to the community, whereas tent Ufe could not. In the transition 

"* Ibid. 
"̂  Spiro Kostof, A Historv of Architecture. (New York, NY: Oxford University Press, 

1995), 50. 
^^^ Sedat Hakki Eldem, 'Turk Evi," Turk Evi ve Biz. (Istanbul, 1993), 17. 
'̂ ^ Erpi, Architecture & Comportment = Architecture & Behavior. 246. 
^̂  Kucukerman, Turkish House in Search of Spatial Idaititv. 48. 
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from nomadic to permanent settlement the extended family became an important factor as 

aU the family now Uved under one roof *'̂  

Prior to the eleventh century, the tents of the nomad were joined or located in 

adjacent units (Figure, 3.6).*^* After the settlement in AnatoUa, the tents became, as it 

were, rooms inside the house. The communication between rooms was as in the tents, 

provided for by one single door opening to the courtyard or the haU {sofa). This led to 

each room bemg used as an independent unit.*̂ ^ 

The importance of social status can be revealed according to what occurs in the 

rooms. The man, the most important member of the family, had the best equipped room 

known as the "chief room" {bas odd). The "reception room" {selamlik) that was used 

solely for the man and his guests, and no women were aUowed in the room during the 

guests'visits. *̂^ 

Figure 3.6 Comparison of Ufe in a tent and a house. 
Source: Onder Kucukerman, Turkish House in Search of Spatial 
Identity. Istanbul: Turing, 1991, 66. 

Compared to other rooms, the chief room was weU decorated and provided for 

male gatherings. By bemg the principle room of the house, its Ulterior decoration reflects 

'^ Ibid., 49. 
'^ Ibid. 
^̂ ' Eldem, Turk Evi OsmanU Donemi. 16. 
^̂  Hacihasanoglu, Opai House Intemati(»ial 22. 
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Figure 3.7 A weU-decorated chief room in a Turkish house with its rich Turkish 
Baroque omaments. 
Source: Turknet, Traditional House, Turkish House (On-line) p. 11 
http://www.turknet.com/turkishstyle/traditional/traditionall 1 html 

more elaborated woodwork, omate fireplace and ceiling, and the brazier at the center for 

winter evenings (Figure 3.7). More recently, the chief room underwent changes of 

function and form from to provide a more family-oriented room. 

The second most important member was the woman of the house. Usually she 

spent most of her time indoors. The women's room {haremlik) was designed exclusively 

for her. It was simpler and more conservative when compared to the selamlik. The 

furnishings were more modest, and the floors and the ceilings were more functional. 

127 Ibid. 
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sufficient to accommodate the needs for resting and dining. *̂^ The absolute privacy of 

women required in Islamic culture influenced greatly the formation of Turkish house in 

AnatoUa, and led to the formation of the house as isolated and conservative which limited 

solutions for outside relationships.*^^ 

In the Turkish house the upper floor design concept is constant. The relative 

position of the rooms within the house, foUowing traditional concepts, is either close to or 

separated from the natural surroundings depending on the environmental factors. 

Between the constant upper floor and the variations in the surroundings there arose a 

semi-variable section of the house (Figure 3.8). 

LJjJ.1 

Constant piinctples 

I Changing principles 
Changji:^ surroundings 

Figure 3.8 The relation between the upper floor and the natural surroundings. 
Source: Onder Kucukerman, Turkish House in Search of Spatial Identity. 
Istanbul: Turing, 1991, 50. 

*̂* Kucukemian, Turkish House in Search of Spatial Identitv, 51. 
'̂ ^ Hacihasanoglu, Open House Intemational, 23. 
'̂ "Kucukerman, 51. 
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Roofs of Turkish houses are quite simple in design. Their shapes depend on the 

position of houses and the water resistant materials chosen. Roofs that are made with tUe 

are either a gable t5^e (with two surfaces) or a gable and hip tj^e (with three or four 

surfaces). Mud covered roofs are either flat or slightly sloped for water mn-off. Gabled 

types can be seen mostly in the south, west, and in the northem part of Turkey, while mud 

covered roofs can be seen m the east. 

One of the main characteristics of the Turkish house is the contradiction between 

the interior and exterior.*̂ * When observing its appearance from the exterior, it is hard to 

distinguish whether the house belongs to a rich or a poor family. A rich person's house 

may have more rooms and its interior decorated more elaborated, but its overaU design 

principle remains the same. 

There are four types of dwellings in AnatoUa which indicates the general character 

and common features shared by all Turkish houses. The foUowing terms are used for 

the various kinds of private residences: 

1. For small and plain town-dwellings (house); 

2. For larger and richer houses, konakr, 

3. For those by the Water Mansions, yali; 

4. For those set in summer gardens, kosk. 

The last three t)^es of dweUings are usually carefiiUy constmcted on an imposing 

scale and display extremes in both their environmental elements and Ulterior 

arrangements.*̂ ^ In these houses, Chinese influence has always been an inspiration for 

certain architectural elements. *̂ '̂  The dragon clouds and floral pattems on Chinese 

porcelain are reflected in the designs of Iznic tiles. Chinese mfluence can also be seen in 

the konaks of AnatoUa and in the upward-slanting of some eaves, especiaUy is the use of 

large eaves above gateways of the^a//5 of the Bosphoms. But despite their extremes in 

^^' Ibid., 53. 
''^ Ibid. 
'̂ ^ Kucukerman, Turkish House in Search of Spatial Identitv, 105. 
'^ Goodwin, A Historv of Ottoman Architecture. 444. 
"' Ibid. 
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size and omamentation, they all have the common shared features of the Turkish house 

which includes two fundamental elements forming the stmcture: the "rooms" {odd) and 

the halls {sofa), the common area between the rooms. *̂^ 

Main Elements of the Turkish House 

The unifying principle underpinning all regional variations of the Turkish house, 

according to Sedat Hakki Eldem, is the plan which consists of the following: 1. rooms 

{odd), 2. halls {sofa). Plan tj^es are predicated on the function of the number of rooms 

required. Thus plans vary in accordance with room numbers. Another determining factor 

m planning is the orientation of the rooms. The hall is the centerpiece of the house, and aU 

rooms open onto it. In this respect, the Turkish house is distinct from its European 

counterparts where rooms are interconnected and haUs are more functional as 

passageways, as opposed to bemg central Uvable units. *̂^ 

Onder Kucukerman, in conjunction with Eldem, argues that the planning principles 

of the Turkish house is based on two factors: 1. rooms {odd), and 2. haUs {sofa), and 

claims that the evolution of these characteristics stems from natural settings, climate and 

economic factors (Figures 3.9, 3.10).*^* 

Rooms (odd). Eldem, in examining the seventeenth and eighteenth century 

Turkish houses, claims that room plans can be differentiated predicated on the position of 

the rooms {odd) within the house. *̂^ The reception room {selamlik) is to be found to the 

comer of the house, which is assumed to be the best place in the house. 

Each room in a Turkish house is a basic unit and has its own service area. This 

gives the Turkish house its specific character (Figure 3.11). According to cncumstances. 

'^ Eldem, Turk Evi OsmanU Donemi. 15. 
'̂̂  Ibid., 16. 

'̂ ' Onder Kucukerman, Anadolu'daki Geleneksel Turk Evinde Mekan Organizasvonu 
Adsindan Qdalar, (TTQK, 1973), 33. 

'̂ ^ Sedat Hakki Eldem, "17 nci ve 18 inci Asirda Turk Odasi," Guzel Sanatlar Dergisi. 
(Istanbul: Maarif VekiUigi Yayini, Sayi. 5, 1944), 27. 
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Figure 3.9 Layout and position of a Turkish house on level ground. 
Source: Onder Kucukerman. Turkish House in Search of Spatial Identity. 
Istanbul: Turing, 1991, 200. 

Figure 3.10 Turkish house m a hot cUmatic region. 
Source: Onder Kucukerman. Turkish House m Search of Spatial Identity. 
Istanbul: Turing, 1991, 203 
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the service area may be enlarged and the space used in different ways such as a section of 

the floor and ceiling might be given its own character heightened by the use of railing and 

archway (Figure 3.12). 

Turkish rooms are basically rectangular, all fitments are mtegrated into the spatial 

concept of the rectangular unit, so that a bay window {jumba), for example, would blend 

intrinsicaUy with the rectangularity of the room or act as an extension of it.*"̂  

:m 

1. The smallest unit 
2. Two-unit arrangement, 
3 TlHree-unit arrangement. 
4. Four-unit arrangement. 

wmKmmmm .: i ^^sK^i^^ 

Figure 3.11 Evolution of the relationship between the rooms and common area in the 
Turkish house. 
Source: Onder Kucukerman, Turkish House in Search of Spatial Identity. 
Istanbul: Turing, 1991, 72. 

Onder Kucukerman points out that the nomadic heritage included in the design of 

Turkish houses provides the organizational principles of the rooms. In conjunction with 

Eldem, he considers that the Turkish room consists of two areas: an entrance {seki alti) 

and a Uving/sitting sections {sekilik).^^^ These areas (Figure 3.13) are spatially distinct 

insofar as they are divided spatially by one step 20 cm in height. The sitting section is 

'"̂  Eldem, Turk Evi OsmanU Donemi. 17. 
'"̂^ Kucukerman, Anadolu'daki Geleneksel Turk Evinde Mekan Qrganizasv(»iu Acisindan 

Qdalar, 37. 
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Figure 3.12 The seating area m a haU of a Turkish house distinguished by 
railing and arches. 
Source: Onder Kucukerman, Turkish House in Search of 
Spatial Identity, Istanbul: Turing, 1991, 62. 

1. Sekialti. a. passageway 2. Sekiustu. e. basic Uving area 
b. lowered ceiUng f raised part of the 
c. cupboard ground floor {sedir) 
d. pUlar 

Figure 3.13 Relation between the sedir, the sekiustu, and sekialti. 
Source: Onder Kucukerman. Turkish House in Search of Spatial Identity. 
Istanbul: Turing, 1991, 148. 
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elevated and cordoned off with wooden panels. As it is customary for Turks to remove 

their shoes upon entrance, the entrance section is usuaUy reserved for this activity. 

Furthermore, servants, if any, are to be found in this area waiting to be beckoned. The 

couches {sedir, divan) are placed under the window where access to sunlight is greatest, 

and where ventUation is enhanced (Figure 3.14). The division within the room generates a 

sense of exclusivity for the Uving area through its elevation, both figuratively and UteraUy. 

Thus, the room connotes respect for visitors privUeged to access this area. 

Figure 3.14 View of a room in a Turkish house. 
Source: Onder Kucukerman, Turkish House in Search of 
Spatial Identity. Istanbul: Turing, 1991, 153. 

As previously noted, every room in a Turkish house is an independent unit serving 

specific purposes within the house. Rooms can be classified into three different zones 

(Figure 3.15). The first is the service zone which is used as a storage area for bedding 

equipment. This zone also serves as the entrance to the room. The second zone is the 

central area which is a multifunctional place which provides space for dming and woridng 

142 Hacihasanoglu, Qpai House Intemational. 22. 
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Living area: 1. Raised multipurpose central area Service area: 6. Lower traffic area 
2. Seating area {sedir) 1. Lowered top cover 
3. Lower and upper Ughts 8. Closets 
4. Fireplace {ocak) 
5. Decorated top cover 

Figure 3.15 Inside of a typical room in the Turkish House 
Source: Cengiz Emzun, "Turkish House," Process Architecture. 1990, no. 
93. 47. 

during the day. For sleeping purposes, the bedding is spread on the floor of the central 

area at night. The third zone consists of sittmg furniture {sedir) which surround the central 

area in two or three comers of the room. 

Onder Kucukerman classifies the formation and fimction of the rooms as 

follows:**' 

1. They are independent units serving specific functions; 
2. The interior arrangement is Umited by definite principles; 
3. These principles are created by social characteristics; 
4. The rooms are arranged around a single common utility area; 

5. The position and state of the common area varies according to several factors; 

Another important characteristic of the room is the utilization of the same furniture 

for different functions. For example, the sedir, stable fiamiture that people can sit, Ue 

'"̂^ Kucukerman, Turkish House in Search of Spatial Idoititv. 69. 
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down and take a nap on, can also be used for sewing or knitting. On the other hand, a 

dining table is movable fiimiture that serves only for eating and removed after use. 

Cupboard and wardrobes are constmcted in the walls to protect and store items 

for daily use, such as the dining table, dining ware, as weU as the brazier and basin, 

mattresses, piUows and bed covers. One interesting characteristic of the wardrobe is that 

it is actuaUy a spacious area that has a basin inside so that one can refresh oneself before 

prajing. The wardrobe also serves as a hidden exit to another room so that when a 

male guest enters the female can leave the room without being seen by the man.*"̂ ^ The 

fireplace in the room can be used for heating and cooking. The toUet usually is located in 

a separate area where it is connected to the service area outside of the rooms. 

Eldem notes that a formal dining room, which is a central feature of European 

houses, is virtuaUy nonexistent in the Turkish house. *'̂  The reception room {kabul odasi) 

tends to fulfill the role of the dining room, and has much to do with culinary culture. 

Dogan Kuban beUeves that the traditional design concept of the Turkish house is such that 

any of the formal rooms can be utiUzed for the purposes of dining, entertaining, and 

sleeprng.*"*̂  

Regardless of the dimensions of the rooms, the " man-shelf" is always designed a 

maximum height of 2.2 meters (7.2 feet) so that people can reach it without assistance.**^ 

The other fixtures in the rooms such as doors, windows, and wardrobes are also bound by 

this constraint (Figure 3.16). Therefore, below this limit can be found the fixtures for 

daily use. Above it, the space is usually left empty or used for windows. 

The interior of the Turkish house is as simple as the exterior. The reason for this 

correspondence is not due to the multi-use fiimiture but rather to the proportions of the 

materials and the harmonization of colors within and without rooms. The rooms in 

^^ Eldem, Turk Evi OsmanU Donemi. 17. 
'̂̂^ Perihan Balci, in Turk Evi ve Biz. 38. 

^"^ Eldem. Turk Evi OsmanU Donemi. 21. 
'"̂ ^ Dogan Kuban, 'Turk Evi Gel«iegi Uzerine Gozlemler," Turk ve Islam Sanati Uzerine 

Denemeler, Istanbul, 197. 
'"̂^ Kucukemian, Turidsh House in Search of Spatial Identity. 75. 
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Turkish houses are quite free of fiimiture in the Westem sense (i.e. cupboards, tables, 

chairs etc.). In contrast with the elegance of European interior design, the Turkish house 

is usually fiimished modestly, the space emphasized by a couch {divan) near the window, a 

Turkish mg {halt) and pUlows (yastik) upon the couch (Figures 3.14, 3.15). 

1- Fiffictiooal area 

2- Upper limit of ftjnctional area wilh shdf 

3- Non-fiinctiottal uf̂ er area 

Figure 3.16 Interior arrangement and horizontal division of the room. 
Source: Cengiz Emzun, "Kulturel SurekUUk Icmde Turk Evi," MimarUk. 
(Nisan 1989, sayi. 236), 69. 

The ceiling is an important Ulterior element of the room and progressed through 

several phases of development.*^^ In its early appUcation, the stmctural elements were 

open to view and of a simple design. Omamentation was accompUshed by making use of 

elements such as smaU wood linings added along the comers. In its later stages, the 

ceiling became a display area for appUed omamentation m which the surface of the ceUing 

was separated from the stmcture (Figure 3.7).*^* 

An important distinction among rooms within the Turkish house is their seasonaUty 

whereby some are designated as summer (yaz) and others as wmter {kis) rooms. Summer 

''' Ibid. 
"'̂  Ibid., 79. 
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rooms are larger with higher ceilings to keep them cooler, whereas the venter rooms are 

located centrally (i.e., not at the comers), are smaUer and closer together to conserve 

warmth (Figure 3.17, 3.19). Thus the design of the house serves to insulate the winter 

rooms. Other characteristics of winter rooms include fewer windows, thicker waUs, 

insulation of the floor and ceUing, and centraUy located fireplaces {ocak). 

One of the most mterestmg elements of the interior envnonment of the Turkish 

house are the bay wmdows {cumba) and upper lights {tepe pencereleri). The bay 

v^ndows are usuaUy found in larger rooms. The bay window is extended forward beyond 

the face of the exterior waUs so that a view of 180 degrees is provided. This proves how 

visual comfort is so Unportant m people's Uves.*" Another factor created by the use of 

bay wmdows is the masking of any irregularity in the ground floor, by providing a smooth 

facade on the upper level. It also aUows the sunUght to penetrate mto the room directly 

and seem also to enlarge the room. *̂ '* Finally, the bay wmdow removes monotony in the 

house as weU as in the street*" (Figure 3.18). The upper lights, on the other hand, are set 

a level which is above the Une of fimctional use (Figures 3.14, 3.15, 3.16). Lower 

windows usually are kept simple whereas upper lights have to be more omate. This 

concept gives symboUc value to the upper space of the rooms. *̂^ 

Closets {dolap), shelves {raf) and niches {nis) serve to faciUtate certam functional 

capacities of rooms. Closets designed for storage (yukluk) are to be found m the entrance 

section. One is used for bathroom purposes. Closets and niches may be found on up to 

three of the four waUs constituting the room. Shelves are found in all waUs, and serve to 

divide upper windows from the lower. Onder Kucukerman differentiates among the 

closets according to the unportance of the respective rooms. 

''' Ibid. 
'̂̂  Eldem, Guzel Sanatiar Dergisi. 19. 

*'̂  Emzun, Process Architecture. 49. 
^^ HaUt Sezgin, "Geleneksel Turk Evinde Cephe," Yapi. sayi. 47, 27-30. 
"' Bdicet Unsal, Islamic Architecture in Seljuk and Ottoman Times 1071-1923. (New 

York, NY: St. Martin's Press, 1989), 68. 
"̂  Kucukerman, Turkish House in Search of Spatial Identitv. 129. 
"'Ibid, 171. 
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Figure 3.17 The use of rooms accordmg to the weather conditions. The rooms 
with smaU windows on the right are for winter use, those on the left 
for summer. 
Source: Onder Kucukerman, Turkish House m Search of Spatial 
Identity. Istanbul: Turing, 1991, 44. 

Accordmg to his typology there are: (1) utiUty closets (without omamentation and totaUy 

closed); (2) utiUty and omamental closets (includmg shelves designed for purposes of 

display of artifacts); (3) display oriented omamental closets (mostly open to viewing). 

The fireplace is usuaUy located on one of the waUs, generally in the living area 

{sekilik) and rarely in the entrance section {seki alti). It functions for both cooking and 

heating. *'* In simple houses or less important rooms, Uttle attention is paid to the form of 

the fireplace. It generally consists of the hearth and chimney, and there is no covering or 

hood.*̂ ^ The fireplace has always been a gathering point for chattmg and restmg. 

As a room entrance the door occupies a very Unportant place m the Turkish house 

and an integral part of the room, and always opens inward whether plain or elaborate in 

design.*^ UsuaUy, the mside of the door is decorated with care, but the exterior usuaUy 

''' Ibid. 
^^^ Kucukerman, Turidsh House in search of Spatial Identitv, 189. 
160 Ibid., 135. 
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Figure 3.18 A typical nineteenth-century vemacular Turkish house in Istanbul. 
Source: Rusen Dora, "Turk Evleri," Magazine of Turkish 
Touring and Automobile Association. (1993, sa5i. 81-360), 28 

left modestly decorated, if at all. The height of the room is determined by the upper limit 

of the room (2.2 meters).*^* The entrance is closely related to the cupboard system mside 

the room to form a mutual influence on the concept and constmction. 

Besides doors, the windows are Unportant features affecting both the Ulterior and 

the exterior of the rooms. The number of windows relates to the importance of the 

rooms. In the lower story rooms facing outwards, the size of the windows are reduced to 

a minimum to lower the impact of the interior and exterior relationship. At the upper 

stories the v^ndows are more numerous and larger in size to get more Ught and a better 

view.*̂ ^ The windows of ground floors are covered with metal grilles or wooden shutters 

'"'Ibid., 143. 
'̂̂ Ibid., 116. 
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1. Room open to the exterior 
2. Winter room oriented towards to sofa 
3. The sofa is protected against the weather 
4. Open seatmg area 
5. Garden 
6. Neighboring house 
7. Street 

Figure 3.19 Adjustment of a Turkish house according to its surroundings. 
Source: Onder Kucukerman, Turkish House in Search of Spatial Identity. 
Istanbul: Turing, 1991, 88. 

to provide security and privacy. The sUnplest solution of a wmdow in a Turkish house is a 

smgle pane which can be opened independently.*^^ The traditional "guiUotine" or sash 

window opens from the top, often with a counterweight allowing the window to be 

opened halfway. This avoids windows opening inwards which would discommode those 

seated on the sofa {sedir), or outwards, which would make it mipossible to view through 

the shutters (Figure 3.20). 

'̂ ^ Kucukerman, Turkish House in Search of Spatial Identitv. 125. 
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Figure 3.20 The traditional sash wmdow openings in a Turkish house. 
Source: Turknet, Traditional House, Turkish House (On-Une) p.08 
http://www.turknet.com/turkishstyle/traditional/traditional08.html 

The painted decoration mside houses is more delicate and has greater detaU than 

exterior decorations. The decorative wood paneUng, strap-work painted ceiUngs, closet 

facades, wmdow shutters, paneled doors and curtam waUs are among the most dommating 

features of the house interiors.*̂ "* In ordinary houses and simple mansions {konak), the 

*̂  Eldem, OsmanU Donemi Turk Evi. 18. 
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wood-work usually is painted in earth colors. *̂^ This kind of decoration is stiU to be 

found in houses in the Balkans and Anatolia. 

Hall {sofa). The haU in a Turkish house is a common area which ensures access 

between the rooms and provides opportunities for gathering. As a common area between 

rooms, the hall is an important element for shaping the Turkish way of Uving and has a 

vital role as an arranger of the social relationship within the house. *^ 

Eldem argues that the rooms are conceptualized as independent units, thus, it is 

impossible not to think of the halls as streets or squares. *̂^ Since each room is isolated 

from the other, rooms du-ectly open onto the hall. A hall can be covered from one or two 

sides, or it can be located in the center. Contrary to European houses, these haUs are the 

centers of action. This difference establishes a superiority from utilization viewpomt. 

Place and shape of a hall are the most important factors in the formation of types of plans. 

The hall in the Turkish house is used for multi-purpose meetings, including 

weddmgs, engagements, fimerals and other reasons. There are private comers m the haU 

which have been raised above the ground m places which reflect beautiful panoramas of 

villas, liwans, pedestals, or thrones which utilize the fiinctions of resting, chatting and 

sight-seeing (Figure 3.21).*^* Liwans are the sitting elements. Pedestals and thrones are 

additions, open from two or three sides, and raised from the ground one or two steps. In 

certain situations the pedestals are turned into rooms sometimes covered from aU sides. *̂ ^ 

This room is called the ViUa which is distmguished from the others by its many wmdows, 

even pools with fountains. 

'^' Ibid. 
^^ Aksoy, Mimariik ve Sanat. 53. 
'^' Eldem, Turk Evi ve Biz. 18. 
^̂* Emzun, Process Architecture. 50. 
''' Ibid. 
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Figure 3.21 A view of the common area {sofa) between rooms. 
Photograph: Firdevs SayUan. 
Source: Necdet Sakao^u, "Anadolu Geleneginde Ev ve Insan," Turk 
Evi ve Biz. Istanbul 1993, 31. 

Plan Types of the Turkish House 

The classification of Turkish house plan types results in four categories 

(Figure 3.22): 

1. Plan t5^e without a hall. The plan without haU is the most simple example seen 

in mral areas and hot regions (Central Anatolia and East AnatoUa). This type may be 

interpreted as the first step after the tent was abolished. Its rooms can be accommodated 

around a courtyard or in a blind aUey.*̂ ^ Although this plan type is more common in one 

story houses in mral regions, its appUcation to two story houses can also be seen. In this 

situation, the rooms are upstairs and the connection between them made through 

balconies.*^* This solution seen in places having warm cUmates also manifests itself usmg 

covered balconies in cooler districts. 

2. Plan type with outer hall. This the first stage of development of the simple 

Turkish house. The covered common utilization area can be the outer haU, three sides. 

''"Ibid.,51. 
'̂̂  Eldem, Turic Evi ve Biz. 19. 
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two sides or only one side of which is open according to the lining of the rooms (Figure 

3.23). In order to avoid an extreme extension of the plan with the increased number of 

rooms, the hall takes the shape of L or U, and in this way haU types increase in variety. 

The houses with the outer plan types are mostly seen in both hot and temperate cUmates, 

mostly in the Aegean and the southem districts of Turkey. 

3. Plan type with inner hall. This plan type, with the central 5o/flr plan type are the 

most advanced Turkish houses. These two plan types are most evident m Marmara and 

the East Black Sea regions, especially in Istanbul. *̂ '* In the plan type with the inner haU, 

rooms are placed facing each other around the inner hall (Figure 3.24). The contact 

between rooms is completely within the bmlding, and this provides the necessary 

protection against extemal influences. The plan type with the inner hall exposes a linear 

plan disposition. 

4. Plan type with central hall. In this plan type, the common area, the haU is 

placed in the center to provide communication between rooms, and the rooms surround 

the haU. Light is received in this plan type through the spaces between rooms. Square, 

rectangle, circular and oval haUs are the most common types of shapes within this plan 

type.*̂ ^ This arrangement is found mostly in congested urban settlements and in cold 

regions. 

Some of the four types were constmcted in every geographic area of Turkey 

though some plan types were Umited to very specific districts. Some types have changed 

over time, whereas others have kept their characteristics. To illustrate this, the house tj^e 

with the outer hall is stiU very common in the south of Anatolia, but some of them have 

changed and have been replaced with the house t5T3es with the inner halls. Istanbul, as the 

'^ Kucukerman, Turkish House in Search of Spatial Identitv. 109. 
^̂  Eruzun, Process Architecture. 52. 
^^* Hacihasanoglu, Open House Intemational. 22. 
'̂̂  Kucukerman, Turkish House in Search of Spatial Identitv. 109. 
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overall center in the Marmara region became the area for the spread of house types with 

central halls. 

Plan Type without a Hall (sofa) 

mmmmmm 

Plan Type With Outer Hall (sofa) 

Plan Type With Inner Hall (sofa) 

Plan Type With Central Haii (sofa) 
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Figure 3.22 Turkish house plan types 
Source: OnHer Kucukerman, Turkish House m Search of Spatial 
Identitv. Istanbul: Turing, 1991, 108-9. 
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Figure 3.23 Section and plan of a Turkish house with outer haU. 
Source: Sedat Hakki Eldem, "Turk Evi," Turk Evi ve Biz. 
Istanbul: OmasOfsetAS, 1993, 19. 
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Figure 3.24 Turkish house type with inner haU {sofa), 19th century, BesUctas, Istanbul. 
Source: Sedat Hakki Eldem. 'Turk Evi." Turk Evi ve Biz. Istanbul: Omas 
OfsetAS., 1993,20. 
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Figure 4.1 Street view of a traditional Turkish house in Istanbul 
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CHAPTER IV 

A CASE STUDY: VERNACULAR ISTANBUL HOUSES 

Istanbul is located on the northwest part of Turkey along the west coast of the 

Black-Sea and the Bosphoms. The Marmara region and Istanbul contain the weU known 

and developed examples of vemacular Turkish houses. Sedat Hakki Eldem takes the 

Istanbul-EduTie-Marmara regional Turkish house as the prototype for all Turkish houses. 

He claims that other regional variations are largely manifestations of differing 

interpretations of these more original types, particularly the Istanbul version. *̂^ 

HistoricaUy, the Turkish houses in Istanbul developed over three essential 

periods: the seventeenth, eighteenth, and nineteenth centuries. The houses of the first 

period are generally types called 'outer sofd and mostly have two stories, or two stories 

and a mezzanine. Mezzanmes contain Uvmg rooms, whUe lower levels have rooms and 

haUs {sofa). Although early examples of this period have no bay wmdows (jumba) facing 

the streets, the later examples have bay wmdow projectmg mto them. The second 

period houses, unlike their earUer counterparts, open to the outside (Figures 4.1, 4.4). In 

this period, the thick masonry waUs are replaced with Ughtweight plaster waU 

constmction. Another feature of this period house is the transition from the 'outer sofd to 

the 'mner sofd plan type.*^^ Houses of the nineteenth century, the thkd period, are 

characterized by then "cracked-beUy" {karniyarik) plan type with inner haU which features 

a simple and non-decorated design approach. Another evolution of the Turkish house in 

the nineteenth century is then tendency toward the Baroque style. Rectangular halls, for 

example, were replaced with circular-oval shaped plan. 

^̂^ Sedat Hakki Eldem, Turk Evi Plan Tipleri. (Istanbul: Istanbul Teknik Universitesi 
Yayinlari, 1968), 18. 

'^ Ibid. 
''' Ibid. 
179 Ibid. 
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Figure 4.2 Above, map of Turkey indicating major cities and neighbor countries. 
Below, Istanbul; map indicating major counties. 
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Figure 4.3 General layout oflstanbul and its periphery today 
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Istanbul housing types can be classified mto three categories. These are differentiated m 

accordance to the number of stories comprising the bmlding. *̂^ They are: (1) the one 

story {sufli); (2) two stories (fevkani), and the (3) three stories {mukellef) type dweUings, 

though the most common form is the two-story type. 

The majority of the Turkish houses in Istanbul are usuaUy half-stone and timber. It 

was only during the twentieth century that half-tunber constmction was introduced to 

vemacular design.*** Today, many examples of stone buildmgs can be seen in Istanbul, 

whereas there are less old timber ones because they tend to be short-Uved through neglect 

or destroyed by fires. 

Figure 4.4 Early 20* century Turkish house, Istanbul. 
Source: Reha Gunay, "Ahsap Konutiar FarkUdir," Istanbul. 
Ocak 1995, 29. 

^^ Alan Duben, "Housdiold Formation in the Late Ottoman Istanbul," hitemational 
<;ti,Hifls of Middle East Studies (Nov. 1990, v. 22, no. 4), 419. 

*̂' Eldem, Turk Evi OsmanU Donemi, 164. 
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Vemacular houses m Istanbul are of tUnber frame constmction because of the 

availabUity of wood from the abundant forests m the region. As an infill material between 

the tUnber frames, earth or brick is used and covered m plaster. This constmction 

technique is also common m traditional houses in forested regions of Turkey. Wmdows of 

vemacular Istanbul houses are numerous , and roofs are sloped and covered with clay 

tUes. Turkish houses in Istanbul have a very high aesthetic value which is related to 

proportion, texture and omament, especiaUy the proportions of windows and overhangs 

which are carefiiUy balanced on the facades. 

Architectural Development oflstanbul in History 

Istanbul, originaUy named Constantmople by its founder Byzantme Emperor, has 

been the capital of the Mediterranean basin for almost sixteen centuries, from the 

foundation in the fourth century A.D. to the end of the Ottoman EmpUe in 1923. When 

Ottoman Turks conquered the city oflstanbul, removing it from Byzantine mle inl453, an 

mtensive "Islamization" process started. This resulted in the estabhshment of new 

urban poUcies, a new type of urban administration, new mstitutions and organizations, as 

weU as the promotion of new buUding types. This process, however, came to an end in 

the nineteenth century when modernization efforts were mtroduced. They refiited the 

traditional urban poUcies based on Islamic law and adopted on European precedents 

conforming to the requirements of a modem Westernized Ufestyle. 

Preliminary excavations done in 1950s in the Eminonu district oflstanbul show the 

first settlements m the Istanbul penmsula date from the late thu-d miUennium BC This 

research has not been pursued m this thesis due to sparse data which has been 

published.*^ However, it has been discovered that the first Magerian colony, a 

community of tradesmen and fishermen, was estabUshed in the westem end of the 

'*̂  Zeynep CeUk, The Remaking oflstanbul (The University of Washington Press, 1986), 
xvi. 

'*' Ibid. 
»*̂  Ibid, 11. 
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Figure 4.5 The ancient city. 
Source: Zeynep CeUk. The Remaking Istanbul. 
(The University of Washington Press, 1986), 12. 

Figure 4.6 The Byzantine city and its fourteen regions. 
Source: Zeynep CeUk. The Remakmg oflstanbul. 
(The University of Washington Press, 1986), 13. 
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peninsula during the mid-seventh century B.C.**̂  Today's Hagia Sophia Square was the 

city center used for pubUc and mUitary fiinctions of that era (Figure 4.5). 

In 330 AD., the Roman EmpUe was divided mto two sections, the West Roman 

Empu-e and the East Roman Empire, also caUed Byzantium. When Emperor Constantine 

moved the seat of the Roman Empu-e from Rome to Byzantium, he knew that estabUshing 

a Christian empne m Byzantium would be easier without the opposition from a Roman 

aristocracy stiU very much attached to paganism.*^ Later, the name of the city became 

Constantmople, the city of Constantme (Figure 4.6). It became a colossal urban design 

project mapped out according to a grand plan. A new set of fortifications were buUt in 

addition to the origmal ones constmcted by Septimius Sevems. They mcorporated the 

third and the fourth hills, thereby quadmpUng the size of the Greco-Roman city. With an 

effort to populate the city center area, Constantinople estabUshed the central bureaucracy 

by buUdmg the court here and attractmg people for new jobs. As a resuk, by 380 A.D., 

the city population reached 150,000 persons compared to the 20,000 inhabitants of the old 

Severan city. 

Constantinople acted as the dissemmation center of culture for people who came in 

contact with the empu-e. CaUed, with justification, "The City," this rich and turbulent 

metropoUs m the early Middle Ages was what Athens and Rome had been m classical 

tunes. During the fourth and fifth centuries, Visigoths, Huns, and Ostrogoths 

unsuccessfiiUy threatened the city. In the seventh, eight, and mnth centuries, first Persians, 

then Arab forces, and finaUy the Bulgarians besieged but faUed to take the city. On May 

1453, Mehmet II, Sultan of the Ottoman Empne, conquered the city and made his 

ceremonial entry into Constantmople, declaring it to be his capital and the economic, 

admmistrative, cultural and reUgious center. The name of the city was changed from 

Constantmople to Istanbul. 

'*' Ibid. 
"̂  Ibid. 
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Figure 4.7 Map: Ottoman Empire in the sixteenth century. The hatch Une 
marks the Empne's outermost boundaries. 
Source: Spno Kostof A History of Architecture. (NewYork, NY: 
Oxford University Press, Inc., 1995), 454. 

Crv O I. i :̂  

Figure 4.8 View oflstanbul in a print of 1635. The European quarter is m the 
foreground; the old city is in the distance. 
Source: Erhanlsozen. Taksim Mevdani Kentsel Tasarim Proje 
Yarismasi. (Istanbul, Cem Ofset MatbaaciUk AS., 1987), 19. 
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Turkish architecture in Istanbul reached its peak during the Ottoman period. 

Ottoman architecture, first influenced by Seljuk, Byzantme, and Arab architecture, 

ultimately developed into a style all of its own. In the first Ottoman period (1300-1453), 

Ottoman art was in search of new ideas. During this period, the first example of the 

Ottoman single-domed mosque was introduced.**^ After the conquest oflstanbul, the 

architectural style took a classical form, and the city witnessed the final stages in its 

development, culminating in the constmction of the great mosques. In Ottoman times the 

mosque did not exist independently. It was viewed by society as being very much an 

interconnected element with city planning and communal life. Beside the mosque, 

architecture included soup kitchens, theological schools, hospitals, Turkish baths and 

tombs. 

During the classical period, the master architect Munar Sinan started a new era in 

world architecture, creating 334 buUdings in various cities.*** His style was to have a 

considerable influence on fiiture middle-eastem architecture. In his complexes, the site 

and the buUdings complement and glorify each other. The silhouettes of his stmctures 

blend with their locations, but at the same time elevate them (Figures 4.7, 4.8). 

During the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, Ottoman architecture departed 

from the principles of the classical tradition and came under the influence of excess 

decoration from the West. Baroque, Rococo, and other exotic styles were blended with 

Ottoman art (Figure 4.9). **̂  Fountains became the characteristic stmcture of this period. 

The first quarter of the twentieth century was a neoclassical period in Istanbul. 

Turkish architects looked upon religious and classical bmlduigs of former times for 
1 Qf\ 

inspiration in their attempts to constmct a national architecture. Nationalism freed 

Ottoman architecture from the mfluence of Westem art and brought about a new style 

based on classical Ottoman architecture. Commercial, institutional, and apartment 

buUdings took their style from this new classical period. 

'"̂  Kostof, A Historv of Architecture. 455. 
**' Ibid., 466. 
''̂  Celik, The Remaking oflstanbul. 29. 
'^ Yucel, Mimar: Architecture in Developm^t. 59. 
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Figure 4.9 Beyoglu ditrict in the early 20^ century, Istanbul, reflecting the 
influence of the Baroque and Rococo Styles. 
Source: Erhan Isozen. Taksim Mevdani Kentsel Tasarim Proje 

Yarismasi. (Istanbul, Cem Ofset MatbaaciUk A.S., 1987). 27. 
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Residential architecture during the Ottoman period, composed of five distmct 

types of houses in Istanbul, formed the fabric between the monuments:*̂ * one-room 

dweUmgs {odalar), neighborhood houses, houses with large gardens; palaces and vUlas 

{konaks), and vUlas or seaside mansions of sultans and leaders (yalis). 

Vemacular Turkish houses in Istanbul with then natural appearances m harmony 

v^th then close envu-onments have always had a unique place m the course of Turkish 

architecture. Thek use of natural orders, sunple materials and design, and aesthetic 

frammg have been a source of mspu-ation not only for Turkish architects but also for 

foreign architects. Spiro Kostof describes these houses as below: 

In these tiny buUdings, mounted on bases which Uft them to open Ught, horizontal 
bands of windows do away with the soUdity or confinement of the waU and restate 
what floors are for—to lever the user with the Ught. The window Une is very low; 
the space is meant for the sitting or kneeUng person. Architecture m this guise is 
an extension of the ground on which it sits. There is no caU for taU fiamiture or the 
blocking of the lower parts of the space as the West often does. The stress is on 
the intermediate reaUn, the passages where the outside and the inside meet. The 
banks of windows reach down to ground. Staged suspense, the revelation of 
depths, the drama of spatial sequence-this is not the province of the Ottoman 
architect. Smgle spaces, clear, gently and evenly luminous-this is what he is 
aiming at. *^ 

The majority of old Turkish houses in Istanbul are of residential pattem resembUng 

taU attached houses. Then- street facades are usuaUy dominated by latticed bay wmdows. 

On the coastUne of the Bosphoms, the hiU slopes abound with smaU communities where 

the independent, open-plan housmg is the norm.*̂ ^ Along the coastUne, large water 

mansions (yali) usuaUy extend over the water on wooden brackets, sheUering boat docks 

undemeath, and shading the glazed area with broadly overhangmg eaves. As a main 

design concept of the traditional Turkish house, the hall {sofa) is the center of these large 

houses and seaside viUas. In these houses, the sofa opens freely to the ancUlary rooms ui 

'̂* Celik, The Remaking oflstanbul. 7. 
^̂  Kostof; A Historv of Architecture. 467. 
'^ Ibid. 
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order to let space to flow within the house from room to room without being hindered by 

partitions or fiimiture.*^'* 

The Bosphoms first began to acquire its distmctive character during the course of 

the eighteenth century. Before bemg taken over by Turks, the Bosphoms was a part of 

the countryside with fishmg vUlages randomly scattered. It was the Turks who began to 

buUd seaside residences and palaces. Most of these houses belong to the middle of the 

nineteenth century. 

Today, there are only a few of the earUest ja/w stUl standmg on the Bosphoms 

shore. The Kopmlu YaU is known the oldest survivmg>'a// which was buiU m the late 

decades of the seventeenth century (Figure 4.10). It carries aU the characteristics of the 

most traditional features: a central fountam m the salon, a bay-window sittmg area, soUd 

wmdow covers and tUnber waUs pamted terra-cotta, and its elaborated ceUings with Arab 

and Persian mfluences.*̂ ^ 

Although some of the yalis m the eighteenth century were mfluenced by European 

Baroque and Rococo Styles, later on in the same century 'Turkish Baroque" was 

introduced which combUied the imported styles of Europe and the Ottoman tradition.*^ 

Although Baroque >'a//5 varied greatly in size and m the detaUs of then interior decors, 

extemally aU kept the sunple tunber facades and tUed roofs. The Baroque style replaced 

traditional buUt-in cupboards and divans with European-style, free-standing, fiimiture.*^ 

A good example of this style is the Yah of the Count Ostrorog which dates from the 1760s 

(Figure 4.10). The Turkish Baroque style Ui the late nineteenth century gave way to a 

neo-Westem classicism, the "empne" style. Toward the end of the nmeteenth century, 

yalis were produced by an eclectic cosmopoUtan style wherein ja/w became coUections of 

European towers and Ottoman domes, each omamented with Islamic motifs. 199 

^̂  Ibid. 
'^ Chris HelUer, "Mansions <HI the Water: The Yalis oflstanbul," Aramco World. 

(March, i^ril 1996), 35. 
'^ Ibid., 37. 
^̂  Ibid. 
''' Ibid., 38. 
'^ Ibid. 
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Figure 4.10 Above, Kopmlu Yali, the oldest survived yali on the 
Bosphoms shore. Below, The YaU of Count Ostrorog, 
represents a good example of Turkish Baroque style. 
Photograph by Cengiz GuUek 
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Finally, during the first decade of the twentieth century, some of the last of the Ottoman 

yalis were influenced by the features of the Art Nouveau. 

Eldem compares the Bosphoms to the great waterway m Europe-the Grand Canal 

in Venice. The distinctive feature of the Bosphoms waterway, he suggests, is the unique 

combination of town plannmg and natural landscape which is not found m the Venetian 

Waterway. The Grand Canal is on a much smaUer scale, and the natural component 

consist only of the lagoon. The palaces in Venice, corresponding to the Istanbul >'a/75, are 

buUt of much heavier materials, larger in dimensions, and weightier in architectural style 

than the very Ught weight stmctures on the Bosphoms. Although Venetian palaces are 

mostly of stone and marble, the Bosphoms ̂ 'a/w are constmcted with wood, therefore 

gammg a very special Ughtness and grace (Figures 4.11, 4.12). Another unportant 

difference between Istanbul and Venice Ues ui the fact that Venice is aUnost devoid of 

trees. 

The attitude to town planning m Istanbul m the nmeteenth century was quite 

different from the contemporary European attitude which regarded a city as a 

conglomeration of stone and bricks. The houses m Istanbul were located in gardens. 

The garden city is perhaps the most distinctive characteristic of the Turkish town. 

Another feature which distinguishes the old Turkish town from that of modem Europe is 

found in the massmg of the houses. ̂ ^ The Turkish house tend to be rather low and squat, 

with wide eaves and pitched roof Despite the number of wmdows varymg with the size 

of the buUding and the rooms within it, the windows are nearly aU of the same size and 

shape. 

Old Turkish houses represent how sincerely they manifest their fimction, how 

perfectly they are adapted to site, and how simply they are expressed m the best 

^̂  Sedat Hakki Eldem, Reminiscaices of the Bosphoms. (Celtut MatbaacUik KoUektif 
Suketi, Istanbul, 1979), x. 

'̂̂  Ibid., vi. 
^' Ibid., vu. 
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Figure 4.11 Above, Istanbul yalis, view from the Bosphoms. Below, Istanbul, the 
Bosphoms Bridge connectmg two continents; Asia and Europe. 
Photograph by Cengiz Gultek. 
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materials at hand. These houses, accordmg to Kostof, ignored m the West untU this 

century, have distmguished features for modem residential design which includes the open 

plan, the exterior massmg which denies the box-Uke arrangement of walls, the horizontal 

continuities of the wmdow bands and the projectmg eaves.^^ 

.these features now strike us as smgular because of our present visual 
memory that Unks them to Voysey, Frank Llyod Wright, the Shmgle Style, 
and the open plans of houses by Bmce Price or Charles McKUn. We are 
agam reminded that we usuaUy become conscious of vemacular traditions m 
one of two ways. A modem architect wiU specificaUy dnect us to a region 
as the source and inspU-ation of his work, in the way Le Corbusier singled out 
the houses of the Greek Islands; or else, havmg absorbed and glorified a certam 
modem design trend, we wUl be enthraUed by some remote Uistance that seems, 
quite by chance, to presage it. The second is the case with the residential 
architecture of old Bursa and other Turkish towns.̂ *̂ 

Currently, as a result of rapid development m Istanbul, catastrophic social changes 

force owners to abandon these dwelUngs as they become almost Unpossible to keep up. 

They are often rented out as warehouses, and sometimes end up m the hands of 

demoUtion squads. A very large proportion of the old Istanbul >'a/;5 have been destroyed, 

either accidentally or deUberately, by fire or by unfavorable consequences of urban 

redevelopment. A few of the most important architecturaUy and historicaUy only eleven or 

twelve survived. 

Recently, the mass migration mto towns has disturbed the whole balance of urban 

Ufe and the layout oflstanbul. The Bosphoms, particularly, became a victUn of this 

phenomena. In addition to speculative buUdmgs utterly devoid of taste or proportion, the 

hiUs and slopes overlooking the Bosphoms have become covered with a creepmg rash of 

shanty towns (Figure 4.13). Government efforts and poUtical stmcture did not help to 

Unprove the situation. On the contrary, the shanty towns are seen as a subject for poUtical 

mvestments. Neither cultural organizations nor planning and administrative bodies have 

proved capable of doing anything to Umit the extent of the damage. As a result, the 

^̂^ Kostof, The Remaking oflstanbul. 467. 
^ Ibid., 467-68. 
^^ Eldem, The Reminiscqices oflstanbul. xxi. 
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Figure 4.12 Some of the water mansions (yalis) still retain their traditional 
Dignified presence on the Bosphoms shore. 
Photograph by Cengiz Emzun 

Figure 4.13 Apartment blocks on the hiUs of the Bosphoms. 
Photograph by Cengiz Emzun. 
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number of traditional vemacular Turkish houses in Istanbul has dramatically dropped as 

apartment blocks have taken over. 

The Design Concept, and Geometrical Analyses of 

Istanbul Houses-

Design Concept. Although vemacular Turkish houses have some dissimilarities 

connected with regional specialties, the fiindamental design concepts are definite 

(Table 4.1). Such concepts can be defined under six topics summarized below:̂ ^̂  

1. Family Stmcture 

1.1. It is designed to satisfy the needs of the traditional extended family which 

consists of many nuclear families. 

1.2. Two main elements forming the stmcture are the rooms {odd) and the haU 

{sofa). 

1.3. The patio and sometimes the ground floor of the Turkish house are used as 

production centers. 

1.4. The house plan types are mostly with interior central halls. 

1.5. The winter {kis) rooms and chief (^a^) rooms are special rooms for common 

use. 

1.6. The room is the basic unit of the house and consists of three zones (the service 

zone, the central area, and fixed sitting). 

1.7. Each room in the house is designed for multifiinctional purposes (sleepmg, 

eating, resting, etc.,). 

1.8. The interior design is free of fiimiture. 

2. Privacy 

2.1. The spaces used by men and women are separated. 

2.2. The ground floor is mostly closed to the street and oriented to the patio or 

garden. 

^^ Hacihasanoglu, Open House Intemational. 22. 
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2.3. The rooms which are m the service of nuclear famUies are designed to satisfy 

the needs for privacy (the interiors of the rooms can not be seen from the 

haU). 

3. Multifunctional space usage 

3.1. The central area of the rooms is designed for multifunctional space usage and 

has a square shape to satisfy the needs of the nuclear famUies. 

3.2. The room with the service areas forms a rectangular shape. 

4. FamUy economics 

4.1. The haU {sofa) as the mam cnculation area is the gathering and production 

space in the house. 

5. Climate 

5.1. Due to the moderate cUmate m Istanbul, the arrangements of the rooms 

display the basic principles of the Turkish house. 

5.2. The haU is kept open to the extent which the cUmate permits. 

6. Indigenous materials 

6.1. The wood is the basic buUding material. 

Although there are seven mam geographic regions m Turkey m relation to the 

basic characteristics of vemacular Turkish houses,^^ famUy stmcture, privacy, and 

multifiinctional space usage are constant principles among the design concepts whereas 

femUy economics, cUmate and mdigenous materials usage change with regional characters. 

The Geometrical Analysis of the Turkish Houses. Plan types with interior and 

central sofas are the most advanced types of the Turkish houses and are widespread m 

Istanbul. The formation of the houses with mterior and central sofa is connected with the 

Ufe style and the cUmate."̂ * These two plan types are categorized m sub-sections in 

accordance with zoning and geometrical solutions of the haU {sofa). The plan type with 

interior haU shows Unear plan disposition whereas the latter shows the central disposition. 

^ Kuban, Turic ve Islam Sanati Uzerine Dgiemeler. 201. 
^ Hacihasanoglu, Opgi House Intemational. 24. 
^ Eldgn. Turic Evi OsmanU Donenu. 161. 
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The basic unit of Turkish houses m Istanbul is the room with its service area. 

Rooms are mostly rectangular; close to square m shape. The Uving area {seki ustu) is 

designed to be square to fit its fiinctions smce a square floor shape gives different and 

flexible solutions for the user.̂ *̂  The service area is usuaUy placed at the short edge of the 

rooms. The rooms can be classified accordmg to the room entrance, service zone and the 

number of edges with wmdows (Table 4.2).̂ ** 

Table 4.1 Design concepts of vemacular Turkish houses. 

Family structure 

Privacy 

Multifunctional 
usage of rooms 

Family economics 
production 

Climate 

Indigenous materials 

/ Traditional extended famoly (sofa, pa
tio, chief room) 

/ Nucleus family (multifunctional rooms) 

/ Ground floor closed to streets 

/ Cumba (closed balcony) 

/ Chief room (female segregation) 

/ All the necessities of nucleus families 
gathered in a room except wc. 

/ Some production and working types 
took place in sofa and patio of houses 

/ Special formation according to climatic 
regions 

PATIO 

/ Stone in ground floors, wood for up
per floors in moderate climate region. 

/ Wood preferred since light structure 

Cold Moderate Hot 

Source: IsU Hasanoglu & Orhan HacUiasanoglu. "The Geometrical 
Analyses of the Turkish House," Open House Intemational. April 1995, v. 7, 
no. 1, 24. 

'̂̂  Hacihasanoglu, 24. 
2" Ibid., 25. 
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Table 4.2 Classification of rooms m vemacular Turkish houses 

Windows on on« edgit 

duottdgt 

wan QEithfC 
shosttdges 

VTinxiows ofttwo edges Windows on three tdges 

Ehtraue onthe 
long edge £«ZTk« 
aonc onthe short 
tdge 

- I 

Source: IsU Hacihasanoglu & Orhan Hacihasanoglu, 'The 
Geometrical Analyses of the Turkish House," Open House 
Intemational. (1995, v. 20, no. 1), 25. 

The famUy stmcture is a significant factor on the number of rooms smce the 

number of nuclear famUies defines the number of rooms. The organization of the rooms 

are related to cUmatic conditions and site characters. The rooms of the >'a//5 on the 

Bosphoms shore, for example, are placed facing the sea side m order to get better view 

and more dayUght. To Uhistrate the mam design concept and the relationship between 

rooms in a traditional Turkish house, a seventeenth century >'«// m Anadoluhisari, Istanbul, 

the Yali of Zarif Mustafa Pasa is given as an example. This>'a/z, as a mam design concept 

of Ottoman homes, is divided mto two sections, one for men and the other for women. 

212 Ibid 
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Figure 4.14 The YaU of Zarif Mustafa Pasa, 17* century, plans and section, Anadoluhisari 
Source: Sedat Hakki Eldem, Turk Evi OsmanU Donemi, Istanbul, Turkey: 
Istanbul Teknik Universitesi Yaymlari, 1968, 40-41. 
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and has a solution of central haU plan type (Figure 4.14). The upper floor is held up by 

stmts which seems aUnost to rise fi-om the water itself This is a very common feature in 

aU Bosphoms >̂ a/75. 

Hacihasanoglu and Hacihasanoglu exammed Turkish houses with central and Umer 

haUs m Istanbul, and argued that plan types with mner and central halls have different 

solutions in terms of their geometry.̂ ^^ A geometrical analysis of Turkish houses m 

Istanbul often mdicates asymmetry. However, the plan type with the central haU is more 

symmetrical when compared to the plan type with an inner hall. Hacihasanoglu and 

HacUiasanoglu have determined that 70% of the rooms m the examples of both plan types 

are arranged in accordance with the foUowing proportions: 1/1 raised floor living area* 

{sekiustu) m multifiinctional spaces m the rooms; and 1/2 is vaUd for the service zone 

{sekialti). 

A Disappearing Heritage 
Vemacular Istanbul Houses 

Istanbul, with its 2600 years of cultural heritage, is one of the most historicaUy 

significant cities m the world. It is also a very Unportant geographical site as a bridge 

between two contUients, one arm reaching out to Asia, the other to Europe. 

Today, many large cities in Turkey are facing numbers of problems resulting fi-om 

rapid population mcrease and rapid urbanization. The population boom and influx into 

Istanbul have created disorganized settlements causing the city to grow in a fast and 

chaotic manner, a phenomenon fi-om which the whole country suffers (Figure 4.15). 

Turkey is m the process of development and modernization. The urban population, 

approximately seven milUon in 1960, reached 28 miUion m 1985, and increased fi-om 

25.2% to 53.66% during the same period.̂ "̂̂  Figure 4.16 shows the percentage of people 

Uvmg in the cities compare to those Uvmg m mral areas of Turkey fi^om 1927 to 1990. In 

^'' Ibid. 
^̂"̂  Sevim Aksoylu, "PoUcy for Squatter Settlements of Turkey: Case Study Eskisdiir," 

Open House hitemational (1993, Vol. 18, No. 3), 19-26. 
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Figure 4.15 Population increase of Istanbul 
Source: Sevim Aksoylu, "PoUcy for Squatter Settlements of 
Turkey, Case Study: Eskisehir," Open House Intemational. 
(1993, vol. 18, no.3), 21. 
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Figure 4.16 The rate of urbanization m terms of urban over mral population 
Source: Mehmet Karaca & Mete Tayanc & Huseym Toros, 
"Effects of Uri^anization on CUmate oflstanbul and Ankara," 
Atmospheric EnvU-onment, (1995, vol. 29, no. 23), 3413. 
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the 1960s, 30% of the population was Uvmg in the cities, but in the 1990 census h was 

found that aUnost 60% of the people of Turkey Uve m urban areas.̂ ^̂  

The rapid rate of urbanization m Istanbul has created housing problems to meet the 

basic demands of growing population. When the Istanbul Grand Central Municipality 

Department did a study m 1993 to project the fiiture population, the numbers did not 

reaUze today's actual population (Table 4.3).̂ ^^ This study showed a population 

projection of nine mUUon for 1995 when, in fact, the actual population was well over 

eleven milUon. This tremendous mcrease in population rate aUied with other factors has 

resulted m the destmction of much of the historical envnonment. The old wooden houses, 

especiaUy located in the old city centers, have become innocent victims of modem 

development projects. 

Table 4.3 The rate ofincrease in population oflstanbul over Turkey. 

POPULATION GROWTH (1945-2010) 

Year 

1945 
1950 
1955 
1960 
1965 
1970 
1975 
1980 
1985 
1990 
1995 
2000 
2005 
2010 

Istanbul 

1.078.399 
1.166.477 
1.533.822 
1.882.092 
2.293.823 
3.019.032 
3.904.588 
4.741.890 
5.842.985 
7.309.190 
9.131.455 
11.399.872 
14.231.805 
17.767.241 

Turkev 

18.790.174 
20.947.188 
24.064.763 
27.754.820 
31.391.421 
35.605.176 
40.347.719 
44.736.957 
50.664.548 
56.473.035 
65.045.162 
73.620.709 
83.326.856 
94.312.661 

Rate (%) 

5.7 
5.5 
6.3 
6.7 
7.3 
8.4 
9.6 
10.5 
11.5 
12.9 
14.0 
15.4 
17.0 
18.8 

Source: Istanbul Buyuk Sehir Belediyesi CaUsma Rapom, 1993, s.9. 

"̂ Mdmiet Karaca & Mete Tayanc 7 Huseyin Toros, "Effects of Urbanizaticm cm CUmate 
oflstanbul and Ankara," Atmospheric Environment. (1995, Vol. 29, No. 23), 3411-3421. 

^̂^ Istanbul. Jan. 1994, Sayi. 8. 
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Causes of Destmction of Vemacular Istanbul Houses Historic wooden houses 

located especially in the old centers oflstanbul have a unique place in Turkish vemacular 

architecture. These houses, together with examples of monumental stone architecture 

(mostly religious and social buUdings) are m harmony with each other and create a very 

special environment. In fact, Istanbul derives its attractiveness mostly fi-om this unique 

architecture and background. 

It was in the 1970s that the first changes occurred in Istanbul's older environments 

-the cobblestone narrow streets with two- and three-story, well proportioned historic 

wooden houses with bay wmdows {jumba) and overhangs. Today, a few remaining smaU 

streets of houses squeezed between huge concrete apartment blocks are what remaUis of 

the once proud Istanbul houses. 

The preservation and restoration of historic buUdings is a subject of vital 

Unportance. Eldem argues that Europeans generaUy take pride m then old buUdmgs and 

cities and are anxious to preserve them. They even reconstmct buildmgs destroyed in 

wartUne. In developing countries such as Turkey and Eg5^t, the situation is quite 

different. In these countries the loss of buUdmgs and whole cities have occurred without a 

war having been fought, simply because the populations have no respect for the past.̂ ^̂  

Ahmet Gulgonen argues that Turkey is engaged Ui betraying its own cultural 

heritage, Uquidatmg it rapidly.̂ ^^ The desire to modernize and enter the contemporary 

world is often confiised with abandonment of cultural origms. Why doesn't Turkey 

modernize whUe simultaneously preserving its original beauty as other European countries 

are doing? The answer given by Gulgonen is quite simple: "There is almost a vacuum of 

cultural consciousness. For example, housmg is in the hands of speculators and architects 

are tools of this speculative development. No credit is given for quaUty, only for 

commercial value."^^^ 

^̂^ Eldem, Architecture and Communitv Building in the Islamic World Todav: The Aga 
Khan Award for Architecture. 98. 

''' Ibid. 
219 Ahmet Gulgonen, "Architects Abroad," Mimar: Architecture in E)evelopment. 

November 1991, no. 41, 50. 
^̂  Ibid. 
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One cannot help thmkmg why the destmction of this cultural heritage had to 

happen? Is this the inevitable destmy of every historicaUy significant buUdmg located in a 

developmg country? Istanbul, a city known for its beautifial and unique old wooden 

houses withm a historical envnonment, has tumed mto a place congested with commercial 

and residential concrete buUdings. Some of the more Unportant reasons for the loss of 

historic houses m Istanbul are summarized below: 

1 The Unportation of westem technology: In the last three decades westem-

oriented buUdmg technologies and products have become very popular. Pre-fabricated 

elements and remforced concrete are generaUy preferred and widely used in the 

constmction sector because they are relatively mexpensive. 

2. Short Ufe expectancy, vuUierabiUty to natural forces of native materials and 

ignorance (Figures 4.17, 4.18): Plagued by fires for centuries, and too smaU to 

accommodate an enlargmg population, the decision makers m Istanbul started to favor 

concrete buUdmgs over wooden houses, and thus the rise of large apartment buUdings 

replacing smaU wooden houses. The risk of demoUtion has also resulted fi-om the natural 

forces such as fluctuations m humidity, fimgal decay and fire. 

3. Changes in life-styles: With technological progress new standards of 

comforts are desned; small, but sufficient, uncomfortable but inexpensive apartment 

blocks have became the standard type of accommodations where 400,000 new residents 

are added to the existing population every year (Economic Development Department, 

Istanbul, 1994). Only a smaU percentage of people who are affluent are able to buy kiosks 

and mansions and have them restored by experts. 

4. Transition from extended family type to nuclear famUy type: ̂ ^ The traditional 

extended Turkish famUy type has been replaced by the smaUer, nuclear, famUy type. This 

has much to do with the growing number of apartment buUdmgs that have been buUt m the 

country. Large famiUes consistmg of parents, grandparents, chUdren, and grandchUdren 

who lived together under one roof in muUi-room wood houses are now spUt into nuclear 

^^^Gunav. Istanbul. 81. 
^̂^ Ibid. 
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Figure 4.17 An abandoned buUding whose destmction is Unminent. 
Photograph by Cengiz Gultek. 

Figure 4.18 A historic wooden house on the verge of coUapse. 
Photograph by Cengiz Gultek. 
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famUies that include only parents and their chUdren, with perhaps, a separate room for 

grandparents, and in some fewer cases even a separate room for children over 18 years of 

age. 

5. The high cost of timber: Local timber sources are now depleted, and the cost 

of Unported wood is very high.̂ ^ Concrete stmctures, cheap and easUy made now replace 

most timber buUdings and stmctures, including houses, commercial buUdmgs, street poles, 

garden fences, etc. 

6. Mass migration: In recent years, Istanbul experienced mass migration, 

especiaUy from mral areas. Wooden houses have been destroyed m order to 

accommodate then housmg needs resultmg m the ongoing constmction of high rise 

apartment buUdings. 

7. The greed for profit:̂ "̂* The constmction sector is one of the mam 

contributors to the destmction of old buUdmgs.̂ ^̂  Replacmg them with apartment blocks 

is a profitable business for contractors as weU as owners of wooden houses whose 

property is much more valuable as development sites. Some house owners do not 

consider them as cultural or historical treasure but the gateway to monetary gam. 

8. Lack of strong legislative laws: Istanbul has never had any sufficiently strong 

protection laws for its historic houses. The existing laws are not appUed properly, and 

are regularly abused by cormpt government bureaucrats and many in the private sector. 

As a resuk of these factors, Turkish houses are disappearing at a tremendous rate. 

Many people m Istanbul, unfortunately, are passive and unwittmg witnesses to the 

destmction of then cultural heritage. The loss of it means that the cultural continuity 

which serves as a foundation for the fiiture is also lost. PubUc interest has yet to embrace 

"^ Ibid., 82. 
^̂  Kuban, Turk Evi ve Biz. 14. 
"̂ Ibid. 

^̂  Gunay, Istanbul. 82. 
''' Ibid. 
^̂* Oktay Ekinci, "Metropoliten Olcekte Bir Sit," Istanbul (Temmuz, 1993, Sayi. 6), 63. 
^̂^ Gunay. Istanbul. 83. 
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the value of cultural heritage. This is only possible with a comprehensive education poUcy 

to sensitize people to the necessity for the preservation of cultural values. 

The unorganized city planning is another factor resulting m the disappearance of 

traditional houses in Istanbul.̂ ^ With the obvious scarcity of land in the city, legislator 

give permission for the constmction of multistory apartment blocks withm historic 

neighborhoods^^ (Figures 4.19,4.20). 

To accommodate the increasing city traffic, wide boulevards are bemg constmcted, 

often without the consideration of other arrangements or locations of routes for new 

streets, never to save the historical environment. With the expansion of industriaUzation, 

the automobUe has become a major factor Ui the urban development oflstanbul. City 

officials promote transportation planning as the top priority by demanding new roads and 

highways. This has resulted in constmction of compUcated road junctions and 

overpasses creating conflicts in the existing urban texture. Sidewalks are narrowed, 

streets are widened, and old buUdmgs are demoUshed to make for new right-of-ways and 

multi-story buUdings. Istanbul is fiUing with characterless Intemational Style architecture 

in the name of real-estate profitabUity. 

The City Planning Department has neglected to oversee the importance m 

maintammg forested areas along the Bosphoms where many concrete blocks stand today. 

The scenic beauty of the region is also under attack. 

Why do historic houses not get the same preservation or tourist attention that is 

given to the mosques? Some reasons are given by Kuban. First, houses appear to be 

numericaUy plentifiil. People do not notice the loss of historic houses until there are only a 

few left. Second, houses do not seem to have the same symboUc meaning that other 

historic buUdings have. Owners of historic houses usuaUy assume that they have the right 

to make any alterations they Uke to their houses. Because the symboUc meanmg of 

^ Balci, Turk Evi ve Biz. 52. 
^̂  Caigiz Bektas, "Halic'te Onarimlar, 18.yy. Evi," Tasarim, Sayi 11, 55. 
^̂  Ekinci, Istanbul. 63. 
"^^ Ibid., 64. 
^ Dogan Kuban, 'Tarihe Sayginin Temel Boyutu: Eski Konutlari Kommak," Turk Evi ve 

Biz, astanbul, 1993), 12-16. 
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Figure 4.19 A representative of a past way of life, Zeyrek, Istanbul. 
Photograph by Cengiz Gultek. 

Figure 4.20 A lonely house m a world of concrete apartments. 
Photograph by Cengiz Gultek. 
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historic houses did not reach as strict a protective level as other buUdmgs such as palaces 

and mosques, and since they are mostly owned by private citizens, the government is not 

really interested in them. Often it is impossible to make people believe that their houses 

are significant and belong to public welfare, and should not do any changes to their 

houses. The third reason is fimctional. Old houses tend not to provide for the necessities 

of contemporary Ufe. In reaUty, this is not a very objective observation because neither 

are many of the new apartments in Istanbul are the best examples of modem, comfortable, 

and aesthetically beautifiil buUdings. Behind their modem facades, many of these 

apartments have dark stairs, small rooms and Uvmg areas, and windows which face into 

other people's apartments. Their appears to be a total disregard for aesthetic quality; 

nonetheless, these apartments are preferred to the older houses. This fact may be 

explained through the dominance of the contemporary world and the current technology 

requnements which invade our lives. 

Efforts to Protect the Vemacular Houses. The loss of vemacular houses in 

Istanbul has inevitably resulted in efforts by some concemed citizens to protect their 

cultural heritage. In an endeavor to protect the cultural and historical properties The High 

Commission of Real Estate Cultural and Natural Resources was estabUshed m 1951.^^ 

The Commission's aim was to provide legislation which would protect historical 

landmarks and monuments and categorize buildings for proper identification.̂ ^ The 

Commission passed the current law in 1988 classifying into four categories historic 

buildings.̂ ^ The High Commission makes decisions based upon facts, including the age 

of the house, architectural and historical significance, and its current condition, etc. They 

are: 

Group I : Those Usted as Group I stmctures can be repaired only wUh Uiterpretive 

action. They cannot be tom down under any condition. Only maintenance issues and the 

repair of utilities are allowed. 

^̂ ' Reha Gunay, "Ahsap Konutiar FarkUdir," Istanbul, Ocak, 1995, 78. 
'̂̂  Ibid., 79. 

''' Ibid. 
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Group n : The exterior configuration of Group n buUdmgs must be preserved. 

However, they can be demoUshed and reconstmcted on the site. Certam changes may be 

aUowed to the facades and the plan accordmg to the new fimction aUocated to the 

buUdings. 

Group EQ: BuUdmgs m this group can be demoUshed and reconstmcted as m the 

Group n buUdmgs. However, m this category, buUdmgs may be heightened or moved 

from then origmal sites. 

Group IV: These are isolated buUdmgs which no longer serve then assigned 

fiinctions. They may be replaced by new buUdings. 

According to these categories every historic buUdmg before undergoing any 

restoration process must have been documented with survey drawings, photographs, and a 

brief history of the buUding, and these must be tumed over to the archives for approval.^* 

The historic buUding in aU its parts must be drawn to scale. The most convenient scales 

are 1:500 for site plans; 1:100 and 1:50 for general plans and isometric drawings (floor 

plans, elevations, and sections etc.); and 1:10 and 1:5 for detaUs. An mventory of historic 

or significant stmctures within an area may also be requested by the High Commission. 

According to the current law, only the second and the tlurd category of historic stmctures 

can be puUed down and reconstmcted. But in their reconstmction, the use of wood or 

steel is prohibited due to the buUding and fire code requU-ements.̂ '** Instead, remforced 

concrete may be implemented as the main constmction material in the case of renovation 

of historic buUdings. 

Case Study: In order to reveal the categorization of historic buUdmgs, a case-

study wUl be described for a renovation project of the Deniz Hanioglu House, Istanbul, in 

1988. This stmcture, diyali buUt m the early twentieth century, is located m KanUca on 

the European side of the Bosphoms shore. Cengiz M. Gultek, the case architect and 

author of this thesis, conducted the architectural survey m the field, mcludmg photographs 

^'Ekinci. Istanbul 61. 
^ ' Ibid. 
240 Cafer Bozkurt, "Raiovaticm of Historic BuUdings Along the Bosphoms," Tasarim. 

Eylul 1990. 
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and detaUed drawmgs. Its simple facade, vertical arrangement of the windows and tUed 

roof are the remains of the Turkish Baroque style. Although this house did not carry aU 

the characteristics of a typical Turkish house, it was considered a historic landmark 

because it was a buUt in the early 1900s. Its harmony with its surroundmgs was accepted 

as historicaUy and architecturaUy significant. Therefore, m 1988, The High Commission of 

Real Estate Cultural and Natural Resources decided to designate this stmcture as a Group 

II historic buUding. 

The buUding consists of two stories and an attic room. On entering the ground 

floor, a staU-case accesses to the second floor bedrooms. UnUke the traditional Turkish 

house, the sofa, the main access area that aU the Uvmg areas open onto, does not occur. 

This may be explained by the smaU lot area that the house was buUt on. The house kept its 

original fimction as a residential unit. According to the requirements of the Group II, the 

facades had to keep their original design. The problems with the buUding were mostly 

related to the water damages in the roof and exterior wood framing sections. FoUowing 

the completion of survey drawings and renovation project drawings, the buUding was 

demoUshed m 1988 and reconstmcted on the site ml 988 under the Group n requnements. 

Its demoUtion was unfortunate because the buUding could have been saved by restoration. 

The survey drawings of the Deniz Hanioglu House foUow, see figures 4.21-4.34. 

The participation of a wide range of citizens for the protection of historic houses m 

Istanbul has not reached a desnable level. In Istanbul there is only one organization for 

the protection of these houses. This organization. The Turkish Association for the 

Protection of Historic Houses, was estabUshed in 1976 by a group of enthusiastic interest 

group. While in Turkey m June 1996, the author had the opportunity to mterview Mrs. 

Perihan Balci, President of the Association. This interview is included Ui Appendk A, p 

158-162. 
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Problems ResuUmg fi-om Laws Among all the categories, only buUdings classified 

m Group I are weU protected smce they cannot be demoUshed under any condition. 

However, Group II, which constitutes the majority of historic houses m Istanbul, is not as 

fortunate as the buUdmgs Ui the Group I. Therefore, closest attention should be given to 

these buUdmgs smce the law requnements are not as strict as Group I. In fact, appUcation 

procedures for these laws are rather vague. 

The majority of buUdmgs m Group II were buUt m late-nineteenth century and the 

first quarter of the twentieth century. ̂ '̂^ Their architecture was mfluenced by trends m 

Neoclassicism, Eclecticism and, finaUy, Art Nouveau. As a resuU of these trends, the 

houses seem either to be rather simple or quite elaborate.̂ '*̂  According to the regulations 

of Group n only the facades of these houses requUe protection. Although the origmaUty 

of the building's facades is protected under this regulation, other characteristics of the 

house such as its interior elements, doors, closets, floor coverings, ceUings and then 

detaUs are not taken into consideration Ui the protection process. The interiors and aU 

detaUs may be altered, and fimctions changed regardless of the origmal features as long as 

theU" facades remam unchanged. Survey drawings of buUdings at 1:50 scale without any 

attention to significant detaUs is a green Ught to start the demoUtion process prior to 

rebuUdmg with concrete. 

Problems with the regulations m Group n do not origmate only fi-om the law 

itself but also fi-om its appUcation (Figure 4.35). These laws usuaUy have no proper effect 

on the protection of these houses, and neither is there proper appUcations for 

protection.̂ '̂ ^ Furthermore, the state has no control on these matters as it is supposed to. 

One of the problems with this law is that often the basement is eUmmated by its mtegration 

with the first floor such that it constitutes only one floor. There is also no sincere effort 

to repUcate very significant detaUs such as the bay windows and overhangs of the origmal 

buUdmg. The traditional windows type is also much ignored in replacement. There is no 

*̂ Gunay, Istanbul 80. 
^'^ Ibid. 
^'' Ibid. 
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control over what is done, and there is no technical support for detaUs provided by 

architects when needed by the contractor.̂ '*^ 

Extensive fi-aud often occurs m the process of restoration. Changmg the status of 

a house fi-om Group II to Group III, or Group I to Group II is a fi-equent occurrence.̂ "*^ 

By doing so, the owner makes a deal with the contractor who has the house demoUshed 

and an apartment block quickly buUt by him, thus giving both sides desUed economic 

rewards. 

In the protection process, the city has mamly controUed the room sizes, ceUmg 

heights, and window dimensions. The state, in the process has consuUed experts 

mainly fi-om universities for control and approval, though it has not been able to control 

restoration successfiiUy.^^ In fact, the state has not shown Uttle sUicerity for protection. 

Figure 4.35 A traditional Turkish house in the second category (above) 
Restored but modified (below). SmaUer wmdows and 
additional unit m back. 
Source: Reha Gunay, "Ahsap Konutiar FaklidU-," Istanbul. Ocak 
1995, 80. 
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Suggestions 

Developing countries are facmg dramatic changes m the structure of then cities 

whUe m the process of then development. These changes are occurring so rapidly that the 

Unportance of cultural contmuity through the preservation of historic envu-onments are 

ahnost forgotten. In Muslim countries, chies are rapidly becommg bizarre Unitations of 

those of modem Westem cities through the utUization of modem technology.^ The 

nature of change accordmg to Eldem is diametrically contrary to traditional culture.^^ He 

argues that people are UnposUig different cultures upon themselves, and this is what they 

call Westernization. He continues: 

.. .m Europe traditions contmue; m our countries they do not. It should 
be remembered that the Unportance of conservation is not Umited to 
maintaining the forms of historical buUdings for posterity; conservation is 
also the mechanism for the carryover of the old tradUions, from the 
conceptual as well as the fimctional viewpoUit.̂ ^^ 

The Islamic world today is undergomg social and poUtical changes which threatens 

Islamic culture and traditions. This identity crisis is evident in architectural design. A 

desne for rapid development brought to Islamic world the enormous Unportation of 

Westem technology, planning, design and constmction expertise. Many of the new 

buUdmgs in the Middle East are dnect imitations of Westem models, and they are creatmg 

an aUen environment in Islamic communities.̂ ^^ The Islamic concepts of unity, harmony, 

and continuity are often forgotten in the msh for industrial development. 

As part of the Islamic world, Turkey reflects a cultural duaUsm by straddUng the 

West and East. Although Turkey accepted Islam just after arriving AnatoUa in 1071, its 

way of Uving and general traditions are different from those Middle-East countries who 

share the same reUgion. This is primarily due to the general stmcture of the Ottoman 

Empne which supported expansion through the regions of the Middle-East, South-East 

^̂  Eldem. Ardiitecture and Communitv BuUding in the Islamic World Todav: The Aga 
Khan Award for Architetcure.103. 

^ Ibid. 
^̂  Ibid. 
^̂ ' Gary Martin, BuUding in the Middle-East Today: in Search of a Du-ection. 17. 
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Europe, North Africa, the Southem parts of the Soviet RepubUc, and mainland AnatoUa. 

After the coUapse of the Ottoman Empire, the new Turkish RepubUc chose to be closer to 

Europe rather than to the Middle-East. This was particularly tme for cultural, social and 

governmental stmctures that were adopted from European countries, m particular, from 

Switzerland. Turkey is one of the few tme secular and democratic MusUm countries m 

the world whose government is not mled by the laws of Sharia. 

Today, Istanbul stiU retams many historic landmarks. Tradrtional Turkish houses, 

although their numbers have greatly decreased m recent years, is a large proportion of this 

heritage. These houses reflect Turkish civiUzation and the phUosophy of Islam. The 

segregation of women required by Islamic mles is an important factor Ui the design of 

these houses. In today's secular and democratic Turkey, unlike m many Muslim countries, 

the separation of women and men is not as evident. Although the design of tradrtional 

houses suited the Ufestyles of Ottoman Turks, most can be modified to accommodate 

today's secular society. Thus, then preservation can accommodate more pragmatic 

interests. 

Current preservation of the historic environment in Istanbul is cmcial subject 

because of UisuflBcient budget from the government which can be appUed to restoration, 

and a demand by a steadUy growing population for new housmg. The demoUtion and 

replacement of old mdividual Turkish houses with new large apartment units seems a 

practical way of solving the housUig problems that faces Istanbul, but the historic 

neighborhoods are at risk. 

Why are historic stmctures considered so valuable that national protection laws 

have been mtroduced to assure Us survival? Eduard Sekler beUeves that the tangible 

cultural heritage of a country helps to sustam the mtangible cultural heritage of memories. 

Traditions are essential for the survival of a cuUural identity.̂ ^^ These are among the 

reasons for preservUig traditional Turkish houses-they are the reminders of past tradrtions 

^^ Eduard F. Sekler, "Historic Preservatiai at the end of the 20* Caitury," US/ICOMOS: 
Intemational CouncU on Monuments and Sites. U.S. Committee. Newsletter No4, July-August 
1995,4. 
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and styles of Uving. They are unique, architecturaUy significant, and historically Unportant. 

This heritage must be saved because they link us to our past. They give us the sense of 

who we are and how we became so. 

In order to protect Turkish historic resources to pass them on to fiiture 

generations, there should be trackmg and ratmg system set up to discover and protect 

historic buUdmgs. Inventories of aU historic buUdings m Istanbul must be used as the basis 

for then legal protection. Wrthout this it is impossible to plan conservation actions at both 

local and national level. 

GIS (Geographic Information SystemsV Inventorymg data on historically 

important areas is a major task in historic preservation. A method for mventorying data 

on historically Unportant places and for archeological surveying and database management 

uses the Geographical Information Systems (GIS). For example, Bmo, Czechoslovakia, 

uses GIS to develop master plans for the city and help locate Us schools, and classify 

districts.̂ ^^ The city of LouisviUe, Colorado, uses GIS to evaluate redevelopment plans 

for the city by locating historic architecture and institutions within selected neighborhoods, 

and uses the information to plan revitaUzation. This method can be appUed Ui countries 

that have valuable archeological and historic resources, Uke Turkey. 

The Arkansas Archeological Survey and the Department of Arkansas Heritage 

developed an mtegrated digital information infrastmcture combUiing innovative data 

management technologies and extensive statewide archeological and envnonmental 

data.̂ ^^ This project plans to develop a computer-based GIS on aU archeological and 

historic sites within the State of Arkansas. By havmg GIS and using Us mformation, state 

and federal agencies save time and money in the State of Arkansas. 

Boulder County, Colorado, is another example of an agency usmg a GIS database 

for historic preservation. The database contains the number of historic buildings in the 

^^ ESRI. (1996, ̂ rU). About GIS and Land Use Planning. (On-line) p. 1-3, 
http ://www.esri.com^ase/gis/plann(»lg/plan 1 .html 

^^ Ibid. 
235 Using Geographical Informaticxi Systems in Archeological Surveys. (1997, January 

21). [16 paragr2q)hs]. (On-Une), http://www.uark.edu/depts/inta^ro/gi_arche.html 
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county, displaying a buUding's age and provides other information for decision making.̂ ^^ 

The GIS searches and displays only the mformation which meet the search criteria. Figure 

4.36 Ulustrates an example of the on screen format. It allows users to see aU database 

information related to a particular single image. 

A Geographic Information System (GIS) is a computerized tool for mapping and 

analyzing thmgs that exist and events that happen on Earth.̂ ^̂  It is not an automated 

decision-making system, but is a tool for inquiry. It analyzes map data to support the 

decision-making process. Basically, GIS is a computer application and hardware system 

designed to manage and analyze spatial databases. For example, a historic buUding on a 

GIS map can be cross-referenced using a relational database to identify the age of that 

building, its distance from the nearest street or water source, or whatever variable is in the 

system. 

Figure 4.36 Display mformation sheet, an example of one of the screens from the 
digital image library for Boulder County, Colorado 
Source: Boulder County Land Use Department-Historic SUes CD ROM. 

256 Boulder County Land Use Department. (1997, January 30). Boulder County Historic 
Preservation Program. A Searchable Database of Historic Sites. 
http://www.boco.co.gov/luyhppagela.htm 

^"Arc/Info. (1996). GIS Software (Version 3.0) [Computer Software]. Redlands, CA: 
Environmental Systems Research Institute, Inc. 
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There are five components which make up the GIS system.̂ ^̂  

1. Hardware: Hardware is the computer system on which a GIS operates. 

Today's GIS mns on a wide range of hardware types, from centraUzed computer servers 

to desktop computers used m stand-alone or network configurations. 

2. Software: GIS software provides the fiinctions and tools needed to store, 

analyze, and display geographic mformation. Key software components are a database 

management system (DBMS) tools for the input and manipulation of geographic 

mformation tools that support geographic query, analysis, and visuaUzation a graphical 

user mterface (GUI) for easy access to tools. 

3. Data: The most important component of a GIS is probably the data. 

Geographic data and related tabular data can be coUected m-house or brought from a 

commercial data provider. Most GISs employ a DBMS to create and maintain a database 

to help organize and manage data. 

4. People: GIS technology is of Umited value without the people who manage the 

system and develop plans to apply U. GIS users range from technical speciaUsts who 

design and maUitain the system to those who use it to help them do their everyday work. 

5. Methods: A successfiil GIS operates with a weU-designed plan and business 

mles, which are the models and operating practices unique to each organization. The 

abUity of GIS to search databases and perform geographic queries can save many 

organizations milUons of doUars. The initial cost of setting up the system including 

purchasing the hardware and software and coUectUig data can be costly. Turkey is a 

country that benefits from tourism revenues of milUons of doUars annuaUy. By 

maintammg the unique and beautifiil historic buUdUigs to attract more tourists wiU actuaUy 

be attracted, thus helping the economy. The cost of GIS to Turkey is minuscule in terms 

ofretum. 

GIS technology is an exceUent planning tool for large agencies. By mcluding 

historic properties on maps can help departments of transportation and land-use 

implementation to plan new roads or districts which minimize impacts on valuable 

''* Ibid. 
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resources. Local historic preservation organizations or related agencies can access any 

existmg GIS mapping systems to determme if any newly identified historic properties 

should be included. 

The use of GIS technology also provides insight mto social and stmctural impacts 

caused by of changes to crties.^^ Decision-makers visuaUze opportunities and problems 

by usmg on-screen and videotaped "walk-throughs" of affected areas. This technology 

can Uiclude noise levels from passmg automobUes, measure the poUution from gasoUne 

fiimes, calculate the cost of the buUdmg m the area, and identify any difiBculties m 

constmction in a specific topographic area. A video Unage of a historic property can be 

given dnectly to a computer equipped with a video capture board.^ '̂ By examming the 

Unage, speciaUzed software programs can complete survey forms, make decisions as to 

style, and identify and analyze any other necessary mformation. Computers clearly speed 

up the survey process. 

Figure 4.37 shows how a GIS thematic view is displayed m Arc View 3.0, a GIS 

software developed by Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI), Inc. By making 

mquiry search for a historic sUe, GIS software wiU locate the srte and display tubular data 

table related to the site.^^ For example, if a buUdmg must be relocated to preserve rt, the 

existmg historic site is examined for soU conditions so that the buUding can be relocated to 

where the soil wUl not affecting the foundations. GIS may reveal that the historic she may 

be in a food zone, and must be relocated. 

NormaUy, the database of historic buUdings contains generic data such as the 

buUding's perimeter, street name, zip code, property identification code, etc. In addrtion 

to that, rt contains data related to the special features of the historic buUdmg. Table 4.4 

suggests the basic data stmcture of an historic preservation program. 

259 Jeanne ManseU Strong, "Emerging Conputer Technology," in Lee, Past Meets Future. 
229. 

'^ Ibid., 230. 
^' Ibid. 
262 Ibid. 
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GIS is not unknown m Turkey, U was mtroduced m 1991 but has not been used for 

purposes of historic preservation.̂ ^ It is mostly applied m areas of municipal plannmg, 

underground minmg, electric, and envkonmental fields.^ UtUizmg GIS in Turkey for 

preservmg the historic buUdmgs wUl aUow users to explaUi events, predict outcomes, and 

plan housing strategies to achieve the foUowing goals: 

1 Decreasmg the tune taken to answer buUdmg owner's historic preservation/ 

adaptive re-use appUcation. 

2. Fmding land suitable for new housmg development. 

3. SearchUig for relationships among the age of a buUdmg, Us status, soUs, and 

cUmate for ratmg the buUding. 

4. Analyzmg the alternatives for the buUdmg and the related costs. 

5. Storing characteristics of floor plan and important detaUs of a buUdmg for easy 

viewing and management. 

6. ReachUig suitable sUes for relocatmg an old house if U is to valuable to be 

demoUshed or remodeled in place. 

Table 4.4 Data structure of a historic buUdmg 

PARCEL NO 

STREET NAME 

STREET NO 

CITY 

OWNER'S NAME 

AGE OF THE HOUSE(Year BuUt) 

STATUS OF THE HOUSE 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE 

CURRENT USE 

RESTORATION DATE(if any) 

DIMENSIONS(width-height-length) 

33 

Muradiye sokak 

11 

Fatih/Istanbul 

Ahmet Erkay 

1907 

II. Group 

Turkish Baroque 

Private house 

1985 

7.20m-7.60m-l 1.35m 

263 Mdimet Tankut, the vice^residoit of Islem GIS, Ankara, Turkey. 
^Ibid. 
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New Preservation Strategies and Alternative^^ Interest Ui the preservation of 

artistic and historic heritage is rising aU over the world. However, there are barriers to the 

effort: the invention of new buUdmg methods and materials which are cheaper and better 

to use; changes in Ufe styles aUied to modem living conditions; ignorance; changes Ui land 

use to incompatible adjacencies; desire to take the maximum economic benefit fi-om land; 

political and economic changes in the area, population and urban growth; and, more 

recently, higher traffic demands and increased traffic pollution.̂ ^^ In Europe, and 

particularly in Italy, France and Britain, historic structures lUce churches and palaces have 

been increasingly difficuU to maintam and adapt to modem condUions whUe upkeep costs 

mcrease every year.̂ ^^ 

The barrier to historic preservation Ui Turkey includes the foUowmg: 

1. Poor planning and zoning. This has resulted Ui ignoring historical resources of 

the community, and a lack of cooperation by Turkish and Istanbul government officials. 

2. Urban redevelopment. This has contributed to the destmction of historic 

districts oflstanbul and other large Turkish cities. The water mansions along of the 

Bosphoms, and the traditional Turkish houses of the old historic areas such as Uskudar 

and Fatih, for example, are demolished for new urban development. Some historic 

buildings on the European side oflstanbul along the coastUne of the Bosphoms have 

disappeared and even the coast has been filled to make space for wide streets. 

3. DemoUtion thorough neglect, often aided by vandaUsm. The lack of profit has 

led owners of historic buildings who had not been given permission to demoUsh then 

buUdings to find creative legal ways to abandon their houses. Lack of maUitenance and 

occupation contributes to the deterioration of the stmcture and coUapse. 

4. Poorly designed and cheap modernization. Building materials, aluminum 

windows, metal shutters and doors, and mexpensive wood panels, defile the Uitegrity, 

authenticity and beauty of historic buUdmgs. The lack of architects trained in historic 

^ ' Williams, ed.. Readings in Historic Preservation, 89. 
^Ibid. 
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preservation and workers with the skUls necessary has mcreased the destmction of historic 

buUdings. 

5. FU-e. In Istanbul as mother cities in Turkey, a large proportion of historic 

buUdmgs are made of wood. The risks are certamly high for tradrtional houses 

constmcted by traditional methods v^th materials that are not fireproof Thus, they mn 

the greatest risk of fire. 

6. Mass migration. This factor has resuUed m many new stmctures m the 

historicaUy important neighborhoods being buUt to accommodate the needs of migrants. 

In Turkey, the High Commission of Real Estate Cultural and Natural Resources is 

the government agency currently protectUig cultural and historical properties. The 

classifying of historic houses m Istanbul into four categories based on then current 

conditions and significance has merely protected a few architecturaUy and historic 

important buUdings. There is a lack of consideration for entire historic neighborhoods or 

districts. It is disappointing that the Agency is not aware of the integrity of the whole 

historic neighborhoods and that good historic preservation programs can revitalize whole 

a historic districts. 

Four historic districts, Alexandria, Vnginia, Galveston, Texas, Savannah, Georgia, 

and Seattle, Washington, have successfiiUy implemented historic preservation programs 

through the U. S. Advisory CouncU on Historic Preservation. Restoration, renovation 

and adaptive re-use of significant buUdings m these four districts have contributed 

economicaUy, sociaUy, physicaUy, and aestheticaUy to the revitaUzation of each city. 

Prior to then revitaUzation, aU four districts experienced population decline and housmg in 

traditional neighborhoods was deterioratUig and overcrowded. In addition, adjacent land 

uses were highly mcompatible so that land values, the prices for old stmctures were 

faUing. Moreover, crime rates were high, and fires were fi-equent. A lack of pride Ui the 

areas was clearly noticeable. 

^̂  Gunay, Ahsap Konutiar FarkUdn. 81. 
^̂  U.S. Advisory CouncU on Historic Preservation Program, in WUUams ed.. Readings in 

Historic Preservation. 75. 
^Ibid. 
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Preservation activities m these urban historic districts revitaUzed those districts 

whUe conservUig valuable older properties. Hundreds of stmctures m the historic 

districts were renovated and returned to then origmal use. Some have been restored as 

museums which provide strong educational and cultural functions, whUe the others have 

been reused as shops, restaurants, offices and/or apartments.^^ Open spaces have also 

been recreated. 

In conclusion, after the revitaUzation of these historic districts, highly visible 

physical Unprovements have occurred, viable economic activity has been created, new 

busmesses have been formed, and the mvestment of private funds Ui the communities has 

been stUnulated. The preservation activities m these districts also created a mcreased 

tourism revenue, property values, and the tax base of those crties. 

Further a field, an urban-design project was Unplemented successfiiUy in 1983 by 

the city government of Rio De JaneU-o, BrazU, to preserve and revitaUze rts mner city. In 

protectmg the cultural heritage whUe encouragUig new constmction, a new methodology 

for development control and m remforcmg the tradrtional character of a large area of 

downtown Rio de JaneU-o was estabUshed.^^ Within the fi-amework of an overaU design 

review process, the project made use of special land-use regulations, design guideUnes, 

participatory and educational programs, and substantial tax deductions.̂ ^^ The project 

sought to retain historic areas, to revitaUze the pubUc image of these areas by Unprovmg 

and beautifying pubUc spaces, creating new buUding opportunities for vacant land, and 

promoting complementary cultural events. Renovation and adaptive re-use of nearly 300 

buUdings m the historic districts foUowed strict design guideUnes for both facade and 

Ulterior layouts. PoUtical support was obtained at city-administration and city-councU 

levels. This project demonstrates that architectural preservation and the maintenance of 

'""^1^,76. 
^̂ ' Ibid., 76-77. 
^^ Augusto Ivan Pinheiro & Vicente Del Rio, "Cultural Corridor: A Preservaticm District 

in Downtown Rio De Janerio," Traditicaial Dwellings and Settlemaits Review (Spring 1993, vol.4, 
no.2), 51. 

2^ Ibid. 
2^*Ibid, 56. 
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urban cultural tradrtions are not incompatible with the pressure of development in a large 

Third World metropoUs lUce Rio. 

The revitaUzation of four historic districts m the US and in Rio De Janeiro have 

proved that historic preservation has a significant Unpact on the revitaUzation of urban 

historic districts. The preservation of Ureplaceable traditional and architecturaUy Unportant 

properties, the restoration of unique buUdUigs, and the renovation and adaptive re-use of 

significant buUdings have contributed economicaUy, sociaUy, physicaUy, and aestheticaUy 

to revitaUzation of those cities. 

The significant of a historic district depends upon a coUection of buUdings, srtes, 

stmctures, objects, and spaces that have an integrity of location, design, materials, 

workmanship, feeUng, and history. In the United States, the National Tmst of Historic 

Places defines a district as "a geographicaUy definable area-urban or mral, large or small-

possessing a significant concentration, Unkage, or continuity of sites, buUdings, stmctures, 

and objects united by past events or aestheticaUy by plan or physical development." 

Charleston, South Carolina, is known as the best example of the preservation of an 

historic district though Savannah, Georgia, is close behUid. 

Charleston played a leadUig role in the neighborhood preservation movement by 

mitiating the Historic Charleston Foundation Revolving Fund. This foundation raised 

money to buy property, restore facades, and offer the resultmg restored buUdmg for sale. 

It left to the purchaser the responsibUity for rehabiUtatmg the mterior to meet personal 

tastes and standards of comfort.̂ ^^ The money is recaptured in the sale of the restored 

property and appUed to other decrepU properties. The concept of usmg a revolving fiind 

has now become estabUshed in the US and has been qurte successfiil m Savannah, 

Pittsburgh, and other cities. 

WUUamsburg, VU-gmia, is another good example of a successful preservation 

movement Ui the United States. Besides Us outdoor museum concept, rt also fiinctions as 

an historic district within an operatUig town. Colonial WUUamsburg is an exceUent 

^̂ ' Muitagji, Keeping Tune. 103. 
'̂ '̂ Ibid., 111. 
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example utiUzing aU possible solutions avaUable to the preservationists, rangmg fi-om total 

reconstmction to rehabUitation, restoration, and adaptive re-use.^^ 

In order to provide proper development in the historic districts oflstanbul, under 

the successfiil resuUs of the projects described above, a balance that permits fijture 

progress within an existing historic fi-amework must be achieved. In order to estabUsh this 

balance the constmction of new buUdmgs, as well as the renovation of the existing 

stmctures located within historic areas must be encouraged as it is a necessity for the area 

to remain active and contribute to the vitality of the entUe community. 

A good example was demonstrated by the New York City Landmarks Preservation 

Commission which designated m its historic districts eighteen areas contaming over six 

thousands of properties which characterize the harmonious quaUties of good urban design 

and the sense of continuity with the past.̂ ''* By combUiing houses of aU different 

architectural styles, including Greek Revival, Anglo-Italianate and Eclectic, the city 

focused on maintaming the uniformity of roof lines and setback Unes, compatibiUty of 

color, texture, and type of materials, the scale of the openings, and the detaUs of a 

particular architectural style or fashion (Figure 4.38).̂ ^^ The new stmctures buUt on 

empty lots Ui a historic district were carefuUy analyzed for compatibUity with their 

neighbors Ui mass, color, and scale. Thus, through acceptUig buUdings of different 

architectural styles m historic districts. New York has reached a consensus regardUig 

design. 

The act of preservmg and adaptUig historic buUt envnonments is also very 

beneficial economicaUy smce rt provides jobs, stUnulates business activity and revitaUzes 

downtown areas. ̂ ^ Accordmg to an October 1977 report. Conservation of the Urban 

Environment, by the Office of Archeology and Historic Preservation, U.S. Department 

^^ Ibid., 96. 
^̂* Hamion H. Goldstone. "Aesthetics in Historic Districts," in WUUams ed.. Readings in 

Historic Preservation. 146. 
'^ ftid., 148. 
*̂̂  Thomas D. Sever. "Economic Benefits of Historic Preservation," in WUUams ed.. 

Readings in Historic Preservation. 79. 
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of the Interior, rehabUitation projects are as twenty five percent more labor mtensive when 

compared with new constmction projects.^^' It was also noted that rehabUitatmg old 

stmctures provided greater amenities, tUne saved m constmction, and more avaUable 

space m height or volume.̂ ^^ In rts report, "Adaptive Use; A Survey of Constmction 

Costs," by utUizmg data fi-om over 7,500 buUdmg projects nationv^ide, the Advisory 

CouncU on Historic Preservation states that: 

The Survey mdicates that demoUtion costs mside the buUdmg bemg recycled 
are mUumal, normaUy only 1-4 percent of the total project costs. Stmctural 
costs are also low, normaUy varymg fi-om about 5-12 percent of the total project 
cost, which is less than half the average expenditures for new constmction. This 
reflects the fact that Uttle stmctural work is normaUy requned when reusUig an old 
buUdmg. Architectural costs vary above and below the average for new 
constmction. GeneraUy, m projects where the maxUnum effort was made to reuse 
the existing interior and exterior materials, the costs are substantiaUy below those 
for new constmction. 

In order to estabUsh a successfiil preservation movement, active community 

mvolvement at the national level must be encouraged. This might be achieved through the 

formation of a national non-profitable organization representing the private citizen on a 

broad spectmm of preservation issues, encouraging active community involvement, 

carrying out the surveys to identify valuable resources, and constituting a strong ties 

among national and local organizations. 

The National Tmst for Historic Preservation in the United States, a taxpayer-

fiinded nonprofit organization, fiUed this purpose, dedicating rtself to the protection of 

national historic sites. It was estabUshed m 1949. Over the years this organization has 

encouraged Americans to better appreciate the significance and beauty of many of then-

historical places. Besides managing eighteen historic museums, rt pubUshes magazines 

^" Ibid. 
"̂ ^ Ibid., 80 
2*3 ftid, 81. 
^^ Pambianco, Robert V. (1995, July) Organization Tr^ds: The Naticxial Trust for 

Historic Preservation (46 paragraphs). Historic Preservatiqi (ai-line). 
ht̂ :/ArVww Jitu.org/crc/traids/ot-0795 html 
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showmg the significant examples of restored old houses and renovated local properties.^' 

It also dedicates rtself not only to protectmg historic places but also historic environments, 

and the UvabiUty of American communities. 

As laid out at a conference m WUUamsburg m the late 1970s, the official objectives 

of the National Tmst are to: 

1. Identify and act on Unportant national preservation issues; 
2. Support, broaden, and strengthen organized preservation efforts; 
3. Target communications to those who affect the future of historic resources; 
4. Expand private and pubUc financial resources for preservation acti\ities.^ 

The National Tmst has a program that deals with the preservation of historic 

districts. EstabUshed m 1977, the aim of the "Mam Street Program" is to rehabUitate and 

restore commercial areas of a neighborhood. The Main Street program's success is based 

on a comprehensive strategy of work, accommodating to local needs and opportunities in 

four broad areas caUed the Main Street four pomt approach:^^ 

1. Design: Enhancmg the physical quaUty of the buUdmgs by rehabUitatmg historic 

buUdings, encouraging new constmction, developing sensitive design management systems, 

and long-term planning. 

2. Organization: Bringing together many groups, organizations, and individuals in 

an effort to work together m the revitaUzation process. 

3. Promotion: Marketing the tradrtional and commercial district's assets to 

customers, potential investors, new businesses, local citizens and visitors. 

4. Economics: Strengthening the district's existing economic base whUe finding 

ways to expand U to meet fijrther opportunities. 

The Mam Street program has been overwheUningly successfiil making this 

program one of the most powerfiil economic development tools in the nation despite its 

^ ' Ibid. 
^ Murtagh, Keeping TUne. 47. 
^^ Ibid, 114. 
2S8 

line). 
Pampianco, OrganizaticHi Traids: Hie Naticmal Tmst for Historic Preservatiwi. (On-
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focus on the historic preservation. The foUowmg statistics show the success of this 

program fi-om 1980 to 1995 in over 1100 communities.^^ 

1 The total amount of public and private remvestments Ui Mam Street 

communities is $5.02 BilUon 

2. Number of new businesses generated: 26,734 

3. Number of new jobs generated: 101,505 

The Mam Street Program works best in communities where the business district 

stUl retams a significant degree of architectural character, is distinguishable fi-om the 

outlymg strip maUs. The process also works best when there is a potential for economic 

development m the local or regional market. Mam Street, Madison, Indiana, is a good 

example of an historic commercial district that has benefited fi-om the Mam Street program. 

The result fi-om increase tourism foUowing the restoration of the buUdUigs facades has 

mcreased the town's economic weU being. The Main Street program has been widely 

pubUcized through the United States, and the resuUs can be seen m many parts of the 

country. 

Historic preservation has also a significant impact on heritage tourism. Tourism 

has always been big businesses for countries with historic resources and sites. For 

example, m the United States travel and tourism contributed over $400 bUUon to the U.S. 

economy and generated 6 mUlions jobs dnectly-and another 6.4 miUion Uidnectly. In 

addition to creatmg jobs, new businesses and higher property values, weU-managed 

tourism improves the quaUty of Ufe and buUds community pride. 

VisUors to historic sites stay an average of one-half day longer and spend an 

average of $62 more than other travelers. ̂  Perhaps the biggest benefits of heritage 

tourism are through the diversification of local economics and preservation of the 

community's unique character. 

^^ Ibid.6 
^ Murtagh, Keeping TUne. 113. 
^̂ ' Preserving and RevitaUzing America's Communities. (1997, January 27) 

ht^ //web .n>4ip .org/daug^r/07 .html#tour 
"^ Ibid. 
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In areas of historic preservation, the upkeep of historic stmctures must be 

economicaUy feasible for theU- owners. Makmg preservation profitable for historic 

properties Uiclude tax mcentives, easements, and fimdmg assistance programs.^^ One of 

the most successfiil solutions is the adaptive-reuse of vacant buUdUigs of architectural and 

historical value to fit contemporary needs. 

The same appUes to developmg countries. In one of the oldest historic districts of 

Istanbul, Sogukcesme Street at Sultanahmet, the vacant historic houses date fi-om the 

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries were restored by private sector and converted mto 

restaurants, shops, and smaU hotels (Figure 4.39, 4.40). Today this district is one of the 

most visrted historic areas oflstanbul. 

Besides economic and social values, there are other benefits when adapting 

buUdmgs. Older stmctures are often considered to be better buUt through enUghtened 

craftsmanship and materials which cannot be reproduced Ui today's bottom-line based 

maricet. For example, eighteenth-and nineteenth-century historic stmctures m Istanbul, 

including commercial and residential, have thicker waUs which are more for energy 

efficiency. By using natural Ught and natural ventUation which are energy savers, and 

combined with higher ceilings, costs of maintaining existing stmctures is lower than newer 

ones, thus providing more interesting and varied envnonments for people to Uve, work, 

and shop. 

To generate the fiands necessary to restore a buUding, adaptive re-use may be the 

only way to mcrease economic viabiUty."^ Adaptive re-use requUes varymg alterations to 

the buUding to aUow continued functional and productive use of the stmcture. In this 

sense, '^he house museum is an adaptive use smce rt converts a buUdmg constmcted as a 

private residence into a three-dimensional educational experience-a museum." 

^ U.S. Advisory CouncU on Historic Preservaticai, "Adaptive use: A Survey of 
Constmction Costs," in WilUams ed.. Readings in Historic Preservadon. 244. 

^ William C. Shopsin. Restoring Old BuUdings for Contanporarv Uses. 19. 
^ Murtagh, Keeping TUne. 116. 
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Figure 4.39 A renovated neighborhood utilized a historic district 
Sogukcesme Street, Sultanahmet, Istanbul. 
Photograph by Cengiz Gultek. 

Figure 4.40 An old Turkish house restored and furnished as a hotel, 
SuUanahmet, Istanbul. 
Photograph by Cengiz GuUek. 
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Figure 4.41 The House Museum of Lajos KosuUu, Kutahya, Turkey. 
Source: Turknet, "Traditional Houses," (On-Une), p.31. 

According to the National Tmst, a house museum is "a museum whose stmcture 

is of historical or architectural significance, and whose mterpretation relates primarily to 

the buUdUig's architecture, furnishings and history."^^ The aUn of a house museum 

teaches lessons in history about the occupants, then habrts, their tastes, and then tUnes.^^ 

Although then number are limited, there are good examples of house museums across 

Turkey related to celebrities, composers, and sultans. The House of Lajos Kossuth Ui 

Kutahya was saved from destmction and transformed into a museum representing a good 

example of an Unportant provincial residence fi-om the nineteenth century with its haU 

(sofa) and courtyard verandah (Figure 4.41). The House of Semaki FamUy at Kutahya 

'^ Ibid., 78. 
^^ Ibid. 
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Figure 4.42 The House Museum of the Semaki FamUy at Yenisehir, Bursa, Turkey 
Source: Turknet, 'Traditional Houses," (On-Une), p.28. 

near Bursa, dating back to the late-eighteenth century, was restored by the Turkish 

Ministry of Culture and turned mto a museum (Figure 4.42).^^ A most successfiil 

adaptive re-use of a Turkish house into a house museum is the House dating fi-om 1774 of 

Hamamizade IsmaU Dede Efendi, the famous Turkish composer. This project was carried 

out by the Turkish Association for the Protection of Historic Houses m 1984 (Figure 

4.43).^^ The mterior of the house arranged m such a way as to aUow the performances 

of concerts, lectures and exhibitions on the work of conserving Turkish architectural 

heritage. 

^ Traditional Houses page 28 edited by Didier MiUet, Prqjared by Tuiknet, 
http://www.tuiknet.com/tuikishstyle/traditional/traditional28iitml 

299 Balci, Turk Evi ve Biz. 33-36. 
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Figure 4.43 The House Museum of Hamamizade IsmaU Dede Efendi, Istanbul. 
Above left, before renovation; above right, model of the house; middle, 
ground and first floor plans; below, mterior elevations. 
Source: Cengiz Eruzun, "MusUdyi, Mimari'yi ya da Kultum Kommak,'" 
Turk Evi ve Biz. Istanbul, 1993, 33-36. 
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While house museums are the most tradrtional solutions to the problem of saving 

historic buUdmgs, the outdoor museum has stood for decades as the second major answer 

to the preservation question.̂ *^ An outdoor museum is defined by the National Tmst as "a 

restored, re-created or repUca vUlage srte in which several or many stmctures have been 

restored, rebuUt, or moved and whose purpose is to Uiterpret a historical or cultural 

setting, period, or activity."^^^ Outdoor museums consist of ̂ ^̂  

1. Origmal buildmgs, on then original srtes, preserved and operated as a museum 

for educational purposes such as Old Salem, in Wmston-Salem, North CaroUna. 

2. BuUdmgs of historical or aesthetic mterest moved to a new srte for similar 

purposes such as Greenfield Village Ui Michigan and Sturbridge VUlage m Massachusetts. 

3. TotaUy reconstmcted buUdmgs buUt with the same educational aUn Ui mmd. 

The best example of outdoor museums removed fi-om an origmal srte is Plymouth 

Plantation, Massachusetts. It was reconstmcted on a new site because Plymouth had 

grown away fi-om the origmal location. ̂ ^̂  

GeneraUy, every historic buUding presents the architect and ovmer with 

preservation possibiUties for fijrther use through extended use, adaptive re-use, or 

modernization.^^ In some situations, the increased value of land Ui the historic district, or 

the physical deterioration and neglect of the surrounding area may resuU m the 

abandonment of an old stmcture that might have the potential to be moved to another 

neighborhood. As a great deal of the old buUding's history is related to its srte and 

surroundmgs, the decision to move U should not be made untU all other altematives have 

been exhausted. It is a costly undertaking, and the cost nught be much better Uivested in 

restoring or adaptUig the buUdmg m srte. Water supply, gas and sewer connections, and 

electrical communications can be lost Ui even the shortest move. Preparation costs, the 

^ Murtagh, Keeping Tune. 90 
^' Ibid. 
"^ Ibid. 
^Ibid. 
304 Shopsin, Restoring Old BuUdings for Coitemporarv Uses. 16. 
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move rtself, and re-creation of a new foundation and new srte utUities make movmg a 

costly undertakUig.̂ ^^ 

The WUUam CampbeU Foundation made an agreement with the City of Toronto to 

move the historic CampbeU House, datmg fi-om early eighteenth centur>, fi-om its origmal 

location to another srte m 1972.^^ Under the agreement, the City of Toronto would lease 

the property to the foundation for $1 a year, and the City would coUect the taxes on the 

land. The house, a 300-ton brick buUdmg with the dUnensions of 52 feet long, 35 feet 

wide and 41 feet high, was to be moved a distance of over a mUe~the longest journey m 

the history of movmg a buUdmg of this size.̂ *̂ ^ The house now srts m rts new location (with 

aU modem services) without destroymg the historic nature of the buUdmg. 

There are other issues to consider before deciding to move a historic stmcture. 

Perhaps the most negative aspect of movmg an old buUdmg is severing rts sense of 

contmuity with rts origmal srte. Movmg an old buUdmg does requnes replacmg more of 

its historic fabric than a restoration in-situ because some elements are too fi-agUe to 

survive a move. Some moves provide incongmous resuUs (Figure 4.44). 

In the preservation field, the involvement of pubUc plays a vital role. The pubUc 

can get involved with saving historic buUdmgs and neighborhoods. A knowledgeable 

citizenry provides powerfiil support for preservation advocacy. This is particularly the 

case when people feel emotionaUy attached to the site. This happened wiien the people of 

North Harvard-Westem Avenue, AUston, Massachusetts, protested a project by the 

Boston redevelopment authorities who decided to demoUsh historic buUdings to buUd high 

rental, luxury apartments for private profit Ui the land (Figure 4.45).' The community 

stood up against the demoUtion of then historic buUdings, recognizmg them as a part of 

^ Shc^sin, Restoring Old BuUdings for Contgnporar\ Uses. 105. 
^ CampbeU House. Hie Move (1997, January 29). 

ht^ ://www. advocs. on. ca/campbeU/mo ve Jitml. 
^ I b i d , 
^ I b i d . 
^^ W. Brown Morton, "Forging New Values in Uncommcm Tunes," in Lee, Past Meets 

Future, 41, 
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Figure 4.44 New setting of Old Victorian in a artificial srte. 
Source: William C. Shopsin. Restoring Old BuUdings for 
Contemporary Uses: An American Sourcebook for Architects and 
Preservationists. (New York, NY: The Whitney Library of Design, 
1986), 106. 

then heritage. This pubUc involvement stimulated new mterest nationwide in American 

history and a return to old neighborhoods. 

Destmction of historic buUdings and neighborhoods continues to be major factor in 

urban problems. Conversely, preservation of historic buUdings can provide a strategy to 

aUeviate the problems. New Orleans has adopted one such strategy—Operation Comeback 

Program which mcludes aU of the historic districts of the city contaming 40,000 

buUdmgs.^" They beUeved that because of historic preservation: 

1. buUdmg renovations generate jobs, 
2. buUding renovations Unprove property values; 
3. historical renovation work produces buUdmg mcentives; 
4. historic preservation reduces crime; 

''' Ibid. 
^" Patricia H. Gay, "The Urgaicy of Urban Preservation," in Lee, Past Meets Future. 106. 
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5. healthy historic neighborhoods improve a city's business, tourism, and 
residential image.̂ ^^ 

! 

TO HELL WITH URBAN RENEWAL 
IT IS LEGALIZED THEFT OF PRIVATE PROPERTY 
VIE SHALL DEFEND OUR HOMES WITH OUR LIVES 

. _ r-,.,,,..r . . in u r u D c n c n i 

/ 

THf BOSTON RfDEVflOPMENr AUTHORITY. WITH THE SUPPORT OF MAYOR COLLINS AND M E M B E R S OF T H E C I T Y 
-""••'••. DfSIRfS THf TAKING AND DEMOLITION OF THESE HOMES SO THAT A P R I V A T E REAL E S T A T E 

ITOR MIGHT BUILD • • - " - - - • - • : " • : " " ' " • rtr* rt C IT. 
COUNCIL .... 
SPFCUUTOR MIGHT BUILD 

• IS THIS NOT DISCRIMINATION IN H O U S I N G ? 

• THfig LYiNO PtOPA6AND4 CALLS THIS NEIGHEORHOOD'BLIGHTED"/ W H A T DO Y O U T H I N K 7 
• M ONLY eilGHTED PROPERTY BELONGS TO A NEARBY U N I V E R S I T Y 

.*m%'omHmZuS^̂ ^̂  ™ " ^ '' OFFICIAL REPRISAL. 
• ÛE HEARTÎ ESS C S s T u OJR CiSiC AT^^^^^ P^OPLf PUT IN FEAR. 
• THE PRESS HAS B E T Z D us AND THP Z n r ? ^ ^ ^ ^^^^E DESERTED U S . 
. ^ . . 4 . . . . . . ^ , ; S ; ^ V ; ™ UNINFORMED OF OUR PLIGHT. 

x. /^r^-rA-^^fc^-rrf-^K.. O - /f^, f^ff^ ' " • » , 7/7.,. 

im 

mum m 
Figure 4.45 EfiForts in the local level to protect a historic neighborhood 

Source: W. Brown Morton. 'Torging New Values in Uncommon 
Times," in Lee, Past Meets Future, 41. 

Their strategy: 

1. 
2. 

3. 

stopped destroying neighborhoods; 
made a commitment to saving neighborhoods by giving homeowners, 
regardless of income, even a minor incentive to renovate. Focus on middle 
class; 
marketed the architecture, the conveniences, the sprit and the cultural heritage 
of historic neighborhoods. 

''' Ibid. 
''' Ibid. 
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These preservation strategies in New Orleans played an important role in their 

urban revitaUzation. They used the potential of their remaining historic urban environment 

for economic development, and to increase the standard of life for its citizens. 

In sum, if we want to make our cities better places in which to live, historic 

preservation must play a role in urban revitalization. This will not only help to save the 

remaining historic environment, a part of our cultural heritage, but it will also perpetuate 

the best of our civilization for fiiture generations and cherish our spirit. 
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CHAPTER \T 

CONCLUSION 

In recent years, preservation of historic city centers and environments and their 

compatibility with the newly built ones has become an important issue in industrialized 

countnes. In these countries, it is accepted that historic environments are an indispensable 

part of society and benefits not only their local surroundings but society as a whole. This 

IS not the case in developing countries when the perception of preservation is subject to a 

much different type of analysis. Turkey will provide the example for elaboration. 

Following the Ottoman era, Turkey found itself in a rapid Westernization process 

which still is on its agenda. Modernization in Turkey has resuhed in the population, 

denymg or failing to appreciate its own culture, some believing it has been neutralized by 

Westernization. Originally fi-om Central Asia, Turks through history mixed with several 

tribes in the Middle East, Europe, North Afiica, and Russia after they arrived at Anatolia, 

now their motherland, in 107IAD. Therefore, what is Turkish culture? What is 

indigenous and what is ahen? Is Turkish culture an amalgamation of Turkish Islamic and 

Westem cultures'^ Perhaps this question cannot be answered definitively though it 

constitutes an ongoing identity crisis. 

The rationality of uniting modem industrial ideology with preservation has been a 

phenomena late in arriving in Turkey as she has been extremely busy with becoming 

Westernized. It raises issues of cultural duality. By denying its culture, does Turkey 

become modernized faster? Modernization does not require any compromising of old 

cultural values and heritage, in fact it will not, by itself destroy the old It must be 

acknowledged that tradition and advancement are compatible and should go together. 

Based on the findings of this thesis, the following recommendations can be made 

for a new national agenda for historic preservation in Turkey. 

1. Historic preservation needs a united movement. Every change in government 

m Turkey has brought an inconsistent approach to preservation poHcy. This must be 

addressed if anything worth while is to happen to save what is left of the Turkish heritage. 
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Istanbul needs to have responsible and continuous protection law s with the involvement 

of responsible citizens representing every level of societ\ People from certain 

occupations such as architects, preservationists, politicians, engineers, social scientists 

and historians must carry a significant part of this responsibilit\' Furthermore, informed 

communication between them and the public would be the key to the success in 

implementing effective protection laws. 

2. Historic preservation must be mtegrated with planning and growth 

management. Although it is commonly believed that the financial aspects of historic 

preservation is costly, with enUghtened administration and management preservation can 

be financiaUy beneficial to the city and country. Istanbul, with many of its historic wooden 

houses still standing is an invaluable attraction for tourists from around the world. 

Restoring and/or converting these houses into small hotels or pensions will not only save 

these houses but also bring additional financial support to their owners and to the cit} as a 

whole. 

The preservation of historic environment must start at the national level and be 

integrated with physical planning and growth management. It must be seen as a part of 

the nation's economic growth. House museums can be considered as valuable educational 

tools. But preservation projects that are economicaUy Uvable must go beyond the house 

museum concept. Adaptive re-uses for old buildings which aUow them to fimction 

profitably in the community must be found. They must be Uving parts of the community 

not fossils. The United States instigated a program that Turkey might adopt. Main Street 

is an exceUent program for preservation because it recognizes property owners' needs to 

be able to financiaUy market their historical experience. 

3. Education and communication in historic preservation must be improved. The 

government should document aU \ aluable monuments and artifacts, and their protection 

legaUy estabUshed. This laws should discourage the demoUtion of historic buUdings 

through the use of heavy fines and encourage restoration investments through tax 

incentives. By adapting Geographic Information Systems (GIS) in historic preservation 
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field, there can be developed new systems to simulate the impacts of new development in 

historic areas. 

Recently, well-organized campaigns such as the European Heritage Year, has 

altered the attitude of the pubUc to become favorably disposed toward preservation. This 

demonstrates that large scale conservation, as must be the case m Istanbul, is impossible 

without the broad community's direct involvement. 

Historic preservation programs must be established at the local and national level 

to attract and train people who want to involve in this field. Expanding the conferences, 

workshops, seminars, training programs, and publishing case studies of community efforts 

that have succeeded wUl definitely broaden participation and build partnership. 

Sensitivity to historic landmarks and resources must be encouraged through better 

education. In order to preserve the historical environment radicaUy and efficiently, a great 

majority within society should beUeve that it is something of vital importance. The 

strategies such as to bring back the UveUness to a neighborhood by organizing festivals 

and ethnic pride celebrations must be enhanced. Such activities wiU not only provide a 

magnet for people to come and see historic treasures but also wiU provide revenue. 

The importance of historic structures and their value to the community must be 

explained to the whole community by preservationists. These values should include social, 

cultural, aesthetic, urban context, architectural, historical as weU as economic values. 

4. Historic preservation must be made economicaUy viable. Historic preservation 

aids other community goals such as maintaining housing stock, keeping local character, 

attractmg tourists, and encouraging economic development and especially raising property 

values.̂ "̂* Henry G. Cisneros has stated that the preservation of the River Walk was the 

key economic factor in San Antonio's tourism boom. Preservation is the central focus of 

the city's economic development plan. 

It must be noted that makmg historic preservation economically viable wiU also 

bring foUowing advantages: 

^̂ ^ Pamela Plumb, "Affecting PubUc PoUcy," in Lee, Past Meets Future. 128. 
^̂ ' Henry G. Cisneros, "Bric^g America's Visiai," in Lee, Past Meets Future. 90. 
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1. New businesses wUl be formed. 

2. Private investment and tourism will be stimulated. 

3. New jobs wUl be created. 

4. The quality of Ufe and community pride wUl be enhanced. 

5. Property and sales taxes, and property values wUl be increased. 

6. Land use pattems wUl be compatible. 

5. Fines must be increased to discourage demoUtion of historic structures. 

Another ways to halt the destruction of old traditional houses and monuments is to 

provide compensation for those who are responsible for them. Again, this can come 

through pubUc contributions at local, national and intemational levels. 

6. More investments must be created in less developed regions of Turkev. Mass 

migration from the mral areas of AnatoUa and other parts of Turkey is another serious 

problem threatening Istanbul's historic environment as cheap housing is continuaUy 

threatening to over throw traditional neighborhoods. More financial investment needs to 

be introduced into the eastem region of Turkey in order to reverse the heavy migration to 

Istanbul. 

7. New planning regulations must be implemented. Wooden houses constitute the 

big majority of historic buUdings in Istanbul. Wooden house left unkempt and 

unrenovated inevitably decay. These historicaUy and architecturaUy significant private 

properties require protection and should be brought up to a livable standard. Government 

fimds must be made avaUable to owners for repairs. These fiinds could be raised from 

efficient taxing programs, for example from tourist revenues. 

The planning regulations must be sufficient to prevent the intmsion of out-of-scale 

buildings into the historic environment. Standards for new buUding in historic areas must 

be established that states special requirements on material, scale and color. Since the 

vemacular architecture in Istanbul mostly is of timber, bannmg use of glass and mosaic on 

exteriors could be usefiil. Timber and brick integrate much better with the existing 

stmctures. 
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The government must provide grants and long-term loans. Financial contributions 

must also be searched from intemational contributions and the industry that has caused 

problems m the historic districts. 

The increase in space requnements for contemporary transportation and 

communication systems are most destmctive of historic and architectural values. In order 

to mimmize these threats which are accompanied by noise, air poUution, and visual bUght, 

new roads—widened or arterial, must be separated from historic areas. Heavy vehicles 

must be banned from historic centers. 

In order to prevent Turkey's culturaUy rich cities from dying, people must realize 

the importance of cultural continuity. Our fiiture must not be defined solely in terms of 

the modem mdustrial society but through the integration of the past and present. 

Conservation does not prevent change but provides the mechanism which maintains the 

sense of continuity. Approaching conservation based on Westem concepts may be seen as 

improper for developuig countries and not for historic cities such as Istanbul. However, 

preservationists must not confiise to effects of modernism with westem conservation 

practices. Clearly, much can be leamed from Europe and the United States. They, at least 

appear to be aware of the need for protection their heritage. WUl the Third World set 

aside their disdams and join in? 
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APPENDIX A 

Interview With Perihan Raid 

When an association named "The Turkish Association for the Protection of 

Historic Houses," was founded on May 17, 1976, by few concemed citizens, the country 

did not pay attention because of the economic diflficuUies she was in. PoUtical problems 

with Cypms foUowed a series of sanctions, and finaUy a fiiU scale embargo on Turkey was 

appUed by U.S. and many other mdustriaUzed countries. 

When the woman behind the estabhshment of this Association, Perihan Balci, 

decided to led this movement, she knew the difficuUies that she would face. Insufficient 

fimdmg and fimdmg sources, opposition from special mterest groups— t̂he banks, 

developers and other mvolved m realty development, a general lack of pubUc interest, and 

malaise in the pubUc at large for protecting then historical heritage were among those 

difficulties. The foUowing is an interview with Mrs. Balci. 

CG: Mrs. Balci could you teU me a Uttle about the objects of the Association"^ 

PB: BasicaUy; to protect historic Turkish Houses, waterside residences, viUas, mansions 

and homes, as well as the gardens and parks around these; also to estabUsh cooperation 

between the owners of historic houses and the organizations and mdividuals mterested in 

them; to buy them and arrange their restoration; to make studies on the historic past of the 

houses and on the protection of their fijtures [so as to remain] atttactive for tourists; to 

assist the owners of the historic houses for the protection of their rights by having 

recourse to legal and financial means; to prepare lectures and carry out promotional 

activities with a view to better acquamting the pubUc yvith this historic and artistic 

heritage, and to give lectures to this end; to send out pubUcations and organize exhibitions 

and semmars. 

CG: Is there any other association or estabhshment that serves the same goals as your 

association'̂ * 

PB: Unfortunately, no. There is no other estabhshment whose goals are the same as ours. 
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CG: How about the government agencies? Do they have any department or task force to 

solve the problem of disappearing historic Istanbul houses? 

PB: Yes, there has been some legislation at the cultural ministry level, but never at the 

central government level concerning the protection and salvation of existmg, historically 

valuable stmctures, however; none of them were sufficiently effective enough to 

accompUsh their goals. 

CG: What do you think are the main reasons for losing this cultural heritage? 

PB: Tremendous population increase; land speculators and a Mafia associated with it; 

lack of pubUc mterest m preserving the cultural heritage; lack of legislative laws protecting 

the historic houses; and so many others. But it is sad to say that the lack of pubUc interest 

is probably one of the main factors on why we are losuig this heritage at a very rapid rate. 

CG: Are you saying that if the people oflstanbul had an interest in saving these stmctures 

it would have been different? 

PB: Yes. In fact, probably the biggest reason why neither local nor the central government 

faU to have any strong legislating laws on this issue is because the public has not stood up 

to the destmction of these houses. Of course, this is not to say that there would be any 

effect if the central government had very strong legislatmg laws forbidding the abuse of 

wooden historic houses and punish those who would not follow. 

CG: As far as statistics are concemed, could you teU me what happened since you opened 

the Turkish Association for the Protection of Historic Houses? 

PB: Fnst of aU, let me make it clear that we have no numbers on the status of historic 

Istanbul houses that we can rely on. 

CG: Are you saying that nobody showed any interest in coUectmg the necessary statistical 

mformation? 

PB: Yes, unfortunately that is what happened. Neither the Turkish government-local 

and central~nor involved citizens and the private sector showed sufficient concem or 

made any efforts towards preserving the cultural heritage. One main part of this effort 

should have been the coUection of statistical information about the historic houses, and 

updating this on a regular basis. This never happened. 
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CG: How about your Association? Have you coUected any statistical data relying on 

your own efforts? For example, the numbers of historic houses in Istanbul today and 

twenty years ago when you established this Association? 

PB: WeU, we tried to count only the mansions and kiosks oflstanbul in 1976, and there 

were probably around 4700. Today, we don't expect the number to be more than 500. 

Massive destmction started only about ten years ago. As you probably know, Istanbul is 

one of the fastest growmg cities in the worid with a population increase of 400,000 people 

every year. 

CG: It is really a tremendous rate. I remember when I was in high school only about 

fourteen years ago, it was about six milUon, now U is about twelve mUlion. Really, an 

unbelievable change. Mrs. Balci, how about the number of historic houses that are 

registered as historical landmark, do you have any information on that? 

PB: We don't have an exact number, but roughly only about 20 percent of historic 

wooden houses are registered as historical landmarks m the local government archives. 

CG; So, that means 80 percent are not registered, even though they are historical 

landmarks? Why is that? 

PB: The main reason for this is the red tape, government bureaucracy, so to speak . The 

procedure to describe a old house as a historical landmark is a long and complicated one 

because of so many variables involved. A tremendous amount of favoritism and 

cormption is involved. 

CG: How about the number of historic wooden houses, do you have any statistical data 

on that? 

PB: Unfortunately, no. We, as an Association, tried very hard to keep close records of 

these houses but things nowadays are happening so fast, it is almost impossible to keep 

track of all the changes. Let me give you an example. The other day, I, went to see a 

kiosk that was in the Group I category historic landmark. After, getting the permission 

from municipality to declare it as a historic landmark, we put the necessary formal signs on 

the door and carefiiUy placed do not enter tape around the house tiU a fiirther survey is 

conducted for restoration process. The very following day, the valuable buUding was 
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knocked down by its owner. When we caUed to report this to the municipality authorities, 

the answer we received was more shocking than what happened to the house. They told 

us that they can only issue the legal form showing the status of the house as a historical 

landmark; however they cannot prevent the owner from tearing down his or her house. 

CG: And why is that? 

PB: Simply because they are not given the power to interfere with the owner's right to do 

whatever he wants with his property. 

CG: Are you saymg there is no law strict enough to prevent the destmction of these 

houses? 

PB: Yes, that is exactly what I am saying. Of course, there is a law somewhere in the 

congress files stating that historical landmarks should be preserved but there is no official 

government enforcement behind it. So, who is going to foUow? I must tell you, that even 

the good sensible citizens who try to abide by this preservation law are often fiustrated 

because of the long, never ending procedures and bureaucracy. It takes months, 

sometimes years to start the restoration process, make the necessary fiinds available, have 

experts study the landmark, and do the proper surveying for the buUding, and so on. 

CG: Mrs. Balci, after havmg said all this, do you see any possible solutions on how to 

save the historic houses, one of the most valuable heritage oflstanbul. 

PB: It is very hard to say I do. I only hope that it wiU be saved, at least whatever is left of 

it. But I do know, without the clear and strong support of central government, together 

with the city local authorities, and especially with the public itself, there wUl be nothmg 

but more fiustration. We have got to teU our people and make them aware that without 

their participation and support nothmg is possible. Local government should start to 

create financial resources, this can be among a number of things, Uke issuing a special tax 

exemption, and arranging mega events to attract the public's mterest to the preservation of 

historic houses, bringing more intemational support Uke some intemational preservation 

organizations, and so forth. Of course not to mention it but we have to stop the 

cormption and bribery occurring inside local government itself 
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As I was leavuig her house after the interview, I remembered what Ataturk, the 

founder of Republic of Turkey, once said: "Nations who do not lay claim to their 

ancestors and posterity are doomed." 
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APPENDIX B 

Photographs of deteriorated Turkish houses in Istanbul 

Figure B. 1 Second category historic buUding, Fatih, Istanbul 
Photograph by Cengiz GuUek. 

Figure B.2 A decrepit historic house soon to be demoUshed and 
replaced by a concrete apartment, Zeyrek, Istanbul. 
Photograph by Cengiz GuUek. 
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Figure B.3 The incompatibiUty of architectural design, Sultanahmet, 
Istanbul. Photograph by Cengiz GuUek. 

Figure B.4 The destmction of a historic Turkish house, Zeyrek, 
Istanbul. Photograph by Cengiz GuUek. 
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Figure B.5 The demolishing of vemacular neighborhood, Zeyrek, 
Istanbul, Photograph by Cengiz Gultek. 

Figure B.6 The incompatibility an old and modem architecture, 
SuUanahmet, Istanbul, Photograph by Cengiz GuUek. 
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Figure B.7 Modem and old in contrast, YUdiz, Istanbul. 
Photograph by Cengiz GuUek 
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Figure B 8 The ominous approach of block apartments bordering 
^ a historic district, YUdiz, Istanbul. 

Photograph by Cengiz Gultek 
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